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Abstract 

 

Assuming that the genomes of the modern organisms keep record of their evolutionary history, 

genomic phylostratigraphy was used to estimate the period of emergence of the genes in an 

organism, depending only on a phylogenetic tree and genomic information from the organisms 

constituting the tree. A mouse phylostratigraphic map was constructed and associated with 

expression data from oligonucleotide arrays of 55 tissues and organs as an approach to 

understand the functional shifts related to processes of gene emergence across the evolutionary 

history. Tissue specific genes appear to increase after the emergence and specialization of the 

tissues and organ system. Ubiquitously expressed genes show dynamics almost opposite to the 

diversification of functions in tissues. The testes are the tissue with the highest number of 

tissue specific genes, and show enhanced rates of gene acquisition over time, confirming a 

central role from this tissue in gene emergence. Mouse orphan genes were analyzed at the 

transcript level according to different models of gene emergence. A large number of long non-

coding RNAs was found to be part of this orphan gene repertoire, and an important number of 

orphans were found to be near regions of high transcription. The transcriptional activity of 

specific regions of the genome might play an important role in future models of gene 

emergence.  

 

Keywords: comparative genomics, functional genomics, gene evolution, long non-coding 

RNAs, Mus musculus, orphan gene, phylostratigraphy, tissue specific genes, ubiquitous genes 
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Introduction 

 

Organisms are constantly changing at different scales in time and space. Changes over 

extended periods of time, comprising macroevolutionary scales, are usually studied by evo-

devo approaches (Carroll, 2005). Alternatively, molecular evolution assumes that modern 

genomes keep a record of its evolutionary history, and that this record might be extracted by a 

combination of systematic and bioinformatic approaches (i.e. comparative genomics in 

coherence with phylogenetic relationships). 

 

Most molecular functions and features are common to all cellular organisms on the planet 

(Lodish, 2007), while there are groups of genes on the other end of the spectrum with limited 

phylogenetic distribution and evidence of recent emergence (Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2003; 

Khalturin et al., 2009; Merkeev & Mironov, 2008). Classic gene evolution models indicate 

that genes repertories in organisms expand by duplication and divergence from the original 

function (Ohno, 1970; Zhang, 2003). There is also evidence that, at all times, organisms have 

continuous generation of genes without any detectable homology to any other gene to this 

point. Due to this lack of homology, these genes have been called „orphans‟ (Domazet-Lošo & 

Tautz, 2003; Khalturin et al., 2009; Merkeev & Mironov, 2008). 

 

Orphan genes have typically very fast rates of evolution (Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2003; 

Merkeev & Mironov, 2008), and are thought to undergo constant changes until they are 

incorporated into a specific molecular niche. Upon incorporation, the gene acquires specific 

constraints which might relate to adaptive evolution, and their rates of evolution are slowed 

down (Domazet-Lošo et al., 2007). The incorporated genes, also known as founder genes, 

might diverge later into different functions, and it seems that many of them retain, at least in 

part, their original function (Domazet-Lošo et al., 2007). In this context, the identification of 

the number of founder genes incorporated into the genome over a specific time span might 

allow an estimation of important transitions in the evolutionary history of an organism.  

  

Genomic phylostratigraphy is a method developed for the purpose of assigning each gene in 

an organism to a specific period of emergence on its phylogeny and therefore suggests links 
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between phylogeny and increases in the protein space of a species. By means of successive 

sequence alignments via BLAST, genes which have matches in early branching organisms will 

be assigned to lower phylostrata (singular: phylostratum), while the species specific genes will 

be assigned to the highest phylostratum possible. For a detailed description on this method see 

Materials and Methods and Domazet-Lošo et al., 2007. 

 

There are several processes and mechanisms contributing to the continuous emergence of new 

genes and molecular functions in organisms (Long et al., 2003; Kaessmann, 2010). Well-

established models describe that gene diversity can be generated by mechanisms associated to: 

(i) conservative generation, in which information and structures from existing genes is 

expanded and later allowed to evolve into new genes and (ii) innovative generation, in which 

the information in the sources can be disperse and/or unrelated to the functions acquired upon 

proper rearrangement of such information.  

 

To the first group (i) belong the classical mechanisms of gene duplication within the genome 

(Ohno, 1970; Prince & Pickett, 2002; Zhang, 2003), such as segmental duplications and whole 

genome duplications, and the RNA-based gene duplications, namely the reverse transcription 

of mRNAs into different locations as functional copies (Kaessmann et al., 2009). Other 

mechanisms involve discrete cross-organism transferences of information, also called lateral 

gene transfer, and are widely known as fundamental for bacterial evolution (Wozniak & 

Waldor, 2010), but in recent years this concept has been progressively expanded to eukaryotes 

(Richards et al., 2006; Keeling 2009; Steele et al., 2011). One of the current models of orphan 

gene emergence by conservative generation states that orphans might arise by gene duplication 

followed by extreme fast mutation of one of the copies until sequence alignment is not 

possible beyond the established thresholds (Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2003).  

 

On the other side (ii), innovative generation takes into account sudden movements of DNA 

carrying exons, TSSs, or promoters (Long et al., 2003; Golding et al., 1994; Okamura & 

Nakai, 2008); gene fission and fusion (Long et al., 2003); exonification (or domestication) of 

mobile elements (Miller et al., 1997); and de novo emergence from non-coding regions by 

progressive accumulation of cryptic signals due to point mutations and indels (Heine et al., 
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2009) (for extensive reviews on mechanisms of gene emergence see Long et al., 2003 and 

Kaessmann, 2010). Given the pervasive nature of eukaryotic genomes (Ebisuya et al., 2008; 

Xu et al., 2009) it is possible that former transcript-devoid regions might gain novel transcripts 

by positive selection, thus constituting this another mechanism of innovative gene emergence.  

 

It is a challenge, however, to determine to which proportion each one of these mechanisms 

contributes to the ongoing adaptive processes in a species. Especially because every 

mechanism might have a different time scale than the other, multiple mechanisms might exert 

their effect upon a same gene. Genes by themselves have different adaptation dynamics before 

becoming locked in specific functions (Domazet-Lošo et al., 2007; Merkeev & Mironov, 

2008).  

 

Phylostratigraphy has proven to be successful after analyses on fruit fly, zebrafish, roundworm 

and human, when applied to questions such as the origin genes associated to cancer (Domazet-

Lošo & Tautz, 2010a), genetic diseases (Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2008), germinal layers in 

metazoan (Domazet-Lošo et al., 2007), and the long questioned connection between 

phylogeny and ontogeny (Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2010b).  

 

This study is the first phylostratigraphic analysis of the mouse genome. Microarray data 

generated by Zhang et al. (2004), were chosen based on the great amount of tissues available, 

and their use of oligonucleotide arrays, which were also the method of choice for expression-

oriented phylostratigraphic analyses on zebrafish (Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2010b). The tissue-

oriented phylostratigraphic analysis attempted to cover questions regarding the evolutionary 

origin of genes associated with functional transitions of diverse mammalian organ systems. A 

specific interest was placed in expression data from testes, due to the increasing amount of 

evidence suggesting a major role of this tissue in gene emergence (Long et al., 2003; Kouprina 

et al., 2004; Levine et al., 2006; Vinckenbosch et al.,2006; Begun et al., 2007; Chen et al., 

2007; Heinen et al., 2009; Kaessmann, 2010). Likewise, the abundance and diversity of tissues 

and organs permitted an approximation to general patterns of expression width and a 

phylogenetic reconstruction of ubiquitous and tissue specific genes.  
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By using phylostratigraphic analyses on several mouse tissue transcriptomes and transcript-

centered comparative genomics analyses on mouse orphan genes, I attempted to achieve a 

better understanding of how the patterns of tissue-related gene evolution and the different 

models of gene emergence as a collective are acting upon the molecular and biological 

evolution of the species.  
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Methods 

 

Expression data selection 

 

Available data for 55 mouse tissues from custom-built single color oligonucleotide arrays was 

downloaded from the authors‟ website (Zhang et al., 2004). Each array had a total probe 

density of 41699, corresponding to 39309 unique transcripts and up to 21622 confidently 

expressed transcripts. The arrays were designed upon an early mouse genome draft and the 

sequences named according to RefSeq XM accessions (no longer in use, see 

Phylostratigraphy).  

 

Confidently expressed transcripts, also defined as binary set, were established by negative 

control probes present within each array. These probes corresponded to random sequences not 

found in the mouse genome and to Saccharomyces cerevisiae genes unrelated to mouse. Any 

transcript expressed above the 99
th

-percentile of the negative controls was considered 

confidently expressed.  

 

Intensity values datasets were available either as raw data or as different processed datasets 

each one corresponding to explicit steps towards final normalization. The original datasets are 

present in an outdated format, which made them difficult to process. For this reason I decided 

to use a backwards approach, in which the most processed data was analyzed first for 

meaningful signals, and upon failure to recognize trends or differential behaviors, data from 

the previous step was then analyzed.  

 

The steps in the processing of the information can be summarized as data collection, 

normalization between datasets, treatment averaging, median subtraction and arcsinh 

transformation. The datasets used for the definitive analyses were taken after treatment (tissue) 

averaging and before median subtraction. Data before this point is difficult to compare and 

data after this point is too normalized for the intended purposes. Intensity values were given 

without units and should be only considered as an approximate quantitative measure of 
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expression. For more detailed information on the experimental procedures refer to Zhang et 

al., 2004. 

 

Phylostratigraphy 

 

To determine the phylogenetic age of the available mouse genes with tissue expression data, a 

phylostratigraphic approach was followed, using the procedures previously described in 

Domazet-Lošo et al., 2007. A phylostratigraphic map is built based on large BLAST search 

procedures aiming to determine the farthest ancestor within a phylogeny for every single gene. 

Searches are based on protein similarity, either by blastp (protein vs. protein, for most of the 

records) or tblastn (protein vs. translated nucleotides, for EST or Trace records, in nodes 

without enough protein information). After the searches are performed, genes are mapped to 

the oldest node possible.  

 

The annotation information from the expression datasets is based on the mouse genome draft 

available at the time of the design of the probes. The nomenclature based on RefSeq XM 

accessions and some gene predictions are not currently in use. For this reason it was necessary 

to build one phylostratigraphic map based from the outdated accessions and another one using 

the ENSEMBL daya (v.60). The non-redundant protein database (nr) was used as reference to 

assign a specific phylostratum (PS1 – 20) to each sequence according to the phylogeny in Fig. 

1. The first map was used to increase the phylostratigraphic coverage of information from the 

expression datasets and avoid the loss of information after updating. The second was used as a 

global reference and for more specific comparisons. 

 

Nodes lacking protein information were corrected using additional nucleotide derived 

information. Usually, these nodes with poor coverage tend to accumulate genes in the next 

node (Domazet-Lošo et al., 2007). Two corrections were performed upon both mouse 

phylostratigraphic maps. Phylostratum 5 (Metazoa – Eumetazoa) was corrected using the 

proteome of Amphimedon queenslandica (Porifera). Phylostratum 11 (Olfactores – Craniata) 

was corrected using Trace and EST data for Cyclostomata/Chondricthyes from NCBI.  
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Figure 1. Mouse phylogeny used to construct the phylostratigraphy. Numbers indicate the phylostratum. Porifera 

genome was not available in the nr database at the moment of the searches, so corrections post mapping were 

performed. Cyclostomata/Chondrichtyes data was based on EST/Trace records, not on proteins (see Methods).  

 

In all cases, the BLAST e-value cutoff for proteins was set always at 1e-3, and 1e-15 for 

nucleotides. While using A. queenslandica proteome, the database size was corrected to 

emulate the search in nr database and work under the same statistical thresholds. All the 

BLAST searches, maps and corrections were performed using the software Phylostrat (Bakarić 

& Domazet-Lošo, unpublished). 

 

 

Statistics 

 

To determine if specific distributions of distinct subsets were significantly different from 

expected hypergeometric statistics (two-tailed) were applied to log-odd scores, and corrected 

for multiple measures by false discovery rate (FDR) method. Multiple measure ANOVA was 

applied to test differences between tissue phylostratigraphic distributions. Significance was 

considered for p < 0.05 for all tests. 
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Orphan gene analyses 

 

Phylostratum 20 genes are exclusive to the genus Mus, hence considered orphans. Once the 

dataset was established, the analyses were focused on orphans which might have emerged 

from conserved regions between rat and mouse, and developed as mouse specific transcripts. 

504 sequences assigned to the last phylostratum (PS20) were first matched to the current 

version of ENSEMBL mouse transcripts to increase coverage of the sequences and use high 

quality annotated transcripts. Matching hits were screened against rat ENSEMBL transcripts 

and hits were filtered out. The remaining sequences were screened against the latest rat 

reference genome to identify transcripts with conserved genomic regions (Fig. 2).  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Flow diagram of the filtering strategy based on sequence alignments. Comparisons with rat help to 

discriminate the transcripts which are not present in rat, but come from conserved regions. 1. Update of the 

expression data to the current available transcriptome set. 2. Low-quality hits and possible annotation errors are 

discarded. 3. Direct comparison with rat transcripts. 4. Transcripts found in both organisms are discarded, 

although they might still be orphans, since the phylostratigraphic analyses take into account the protein. 5. 

Alignments with the rat genome determine if the regions between both organisms are conserved. An alternative to 

this step is a direct gene-by-gene observation using the UCSC Genome Browser and the Comparative Genomics 

Rat Chain/Net Alignment track. 6. The orphan genes are sorted and classified as emerging from conserved or new 

regions. The focus of this work was centered on genes emerging from conserved regions (bold faced). Green 

arrows input of data. Red arrows, data removed from the analyses. Blue arrows represent the filtering progress. 

Dotted lines are found where manual inspection was performed. 
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All screenings were performed in an automated manner, but the outputs were manually 

inspected to eliminate false positives. Low cutoffs were used to decrease the overall amount of 

false negatives and keep the amount of orphans as high as possible. A combination of global 

and local alignments was chosen to fine tune the detection. When comparing between different 

versions of mouse transcripts, large indels were permitted, as long as the matching regions had 

high scores, broad coverage and few gaps or mismatches. When comparing across organisms 

large indels were permitted, as well as a higher proportion of gaps and mismatches, as long as 

the overall identity was maintained. 

Screenings were performed using BLAST and needle (from the EMBOSS suite). With BLAST 

the program megablast was used; e-value of 1e-3 and bitscore of 100 were set as loose cutoffs. 

A gap opening penalization of 15 and gap extension penalization of 0.5 was used for needle. 

Before each round of filtering using rat transcripts or genomic regions, data coming from 

mouse was used to control the conditions of alignment and identify the highest possible scores 

and set the cutoffs for automated searches.  

 

The filtered set of transcripts was analyzed in the UCSC Genome Browser and ENSEMBL 

Browser, followed by assignment of genes into one or more categories according to known 

models of gene emergence and interesting genomic features listed in Supplemental Table S1. 

The purpose of the sorting process was to identify the different attributes of orphan genes, as 

means to understand the different underlying mechanisms of gene emergence. Presence or 

absence of genomic features was the main criterion applied. Conservation of features was 

assessed by direct observation and comparison with rat and human data using the Convert 

function, which translates genomic coordinates between organisms using predefined whole 

genome pairwise alignments. Other comparisons were made using the Chain/Net Aligments 

with other available vertebrate genomes to determine specific patterns of genomic 

conservation. 

 

Aside from the above mentioned tracks, two additional non-public tracks were used: Histone 

H3 – Lysine 4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) chromatin immunoprecipitation data (ChIP-Seq) 

from mouse liver (Boersch-Haubold, unpublished) and the ENSEMBL based 

phylostratigraphic map of mouse (see Phylostratigraphy, above).  
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During the categorization, genes with ambiguous annotations or lack of ESTs/cDNA evidence 

were left out. During the course of this study, a new genebuild version of ENSEMBL was 

released (v.61). Transcripts which were no longer present in the newest version were excluded.  
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Results 

 

Phylostratigraphy 

 

The phylostratigraphic map for mouse (Mus musculus) was generated using available genomes 

spanning 20 phylostrata since the origin of life until the very exclusive mouse genes. Major 

transitions were covered taking into account the current best supported phylogeny and the 

corresponding available genomic information within each node (Fig 1). Full genome 

phylostratigraphy was generated using ENSEMBL protein data (Table 1). Oligonucleotide 

array expression data from 55 mouse tissues (Zhang et al., 2004) were used to build an 

expression-oriented phylostratigraphic map. Conditions to build the maps were similar from 

previous phylostratigraphic studies performed on other organisms (Domazet-Lošo et al., 2007; 

Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2008; Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2010a; Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 

2010b).  

 

Mapped genes are placed in each internode taking into account a conservative approach, which 

implies that the oldest domain traceable in each protein determines its phylostratum. Thereby 

one can assume that novelties in protein space are strictly associated with their first emergence 

as domains in the tree of life. Newer genes or functions obtained by domain fusion (i.e. 

recombination or exon shuffling) are not to be considered in these analyses.  

 

As reported in other organisms, the vast majority of genes are assigned to the first two 

phylostrata, which enclose domains originated between the origin of life and the emergence of 

eukaryotic organisms (Fig. 3). These genes are associated with basic cellular functions and 

regulation (Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2008). Phylostrata 5 to 7 show an important increase in 

number of genes, comprising the periods surrounding steps like multicellular life emergence, 

triploblastic organisms and axial patterning. The last highly abundant group is that of genes 

which are exclusive to the genus Mus, namely mouse orphans.  
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Table 1. Mouse phylostratigraphy summary. Full genome based on the version 60 of ENSEMBL. Total 

expressed genes based on oligonucleotide arrays. Ubiquitous genes are those present in more than 50 tissues. 

Tissue specific genes are those present in five tissues or less. See Methods.  

Phylostratum Internode 

Full 

ENSEMBL  

v.60 (%) 

Total Expressed 

Genes (%) 
Ubiquitous (%) 

Tissue  

Specific (%) 

1 
Precellular Life - Cellular 

Organisms 
7502 (30.8) 4910 (29.7) 1201 (36.6) 1184 (23.8) 

2 
Cellular Organisms - 

Eukaryota 
6114 (25.1) 4530 (27.4) 1304 (39.8) 951 (19.1) 

3 Eukaryota - Opisthokonta 577 (2.4) 417 (2.5) 95 (2.9) 111 (2.2) 

4 Opisthokonta - Holozoa 416 (1.7) 303 (1.8) 49 (1.5) 79 (1.6) 

5 Holozoa - Metazoa 1461 (6.0) 1048 (6.3) 138 (4.2) 313 (6.3) 

6 Metazoa - Eumetazoa 2211 (9.1) 1123 (6.8) 124 (3.8) 451 (9.1) 

7 Eumetazoa - Bilateria 1021 (4.2) 759 (4.6) 93 (2.8) 286 (5.7) 

8 Bilateria - Deuterostomia 54 (0.2) 59 (0.4) 11 (0.3) 17 (0.3) 

9 Deuterostomia - Chordata 213 (0.9) 194 (1.2) 20 (0.6) 65 (1.3) 

10 Chordata - Olfactores 54 (0.2) 53 (0.3) 7 (0.2) 21 (0.4) 

11 Olfactores - Craniata 747 (3.1) 459 (2.8) 59 (1.8) 139 (2.8) 

12 Craniata - Euteleostomi 718 (2.9) 675 (4.1) 46 (1.4) 246 (4.9) 

13 Euteleostomi - Tetrapoda 162 (0.7) 104 (0.6) 16 (0.5) 38 (0.8) 

14 Tetrapoda - Amniota 192 (0.8) 207 (1.3) 17 (0.5) 99 (2.0) 

15 Amniota - Mammalia 335 (1.4) 407 (2.5) 26 (0.8) 238 (4.8) 

16 Mammalia - Eutheria 308 (1.3) 264 (1.6) 11 (0.3) 149 (3.0) 

17 Eutheria - Boreoeutheria 164 (0.7) 202 (1.2) 7 (0.2) 133 (2.7) 

18 
Boreoeutheria - 

Euarchontoglires 
79 (0.3) 121 (0.7) 11 (0.3) 61 (1.2) 

19 Euarchontoglires - Rodentia 201 (0.8) 168 (1.0) 5 (0.2) 112 (2.3) 

20 Rodentia - Mus 1843 (7.6) 504 (3.1) 39 (1.2) 283 (5.7) 

 Total 24372 (100.0) 16507 (100.0) 3279 (100.0) 4976 (100.0) 
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Figure 3. Distribution of the numbers of gene in each phylostratum. Black, ENSEMBL-based phylostratigraphy. 

Red, transcriptome-based phylostratigraphy. Blue, distribution of tissue specific genes. Green. Distribution of 

ubiquitous genes. The orange mark in phylostratum 20 corresponds to the number of genes remaining after 

applying a conservative set of filters. Arrows mark the peaks mentioned in the text. 

 

 

Width of expression  

 

To analyze the association with expression data, genes were sorted into groups depending on 

the width of their expression across 55 tissues. Tissue specific genes were defined as those 

expressed in maximum five tissues and ubiquitously expressed genes were defined as those 

expressed in more than fifty tissues. Tissue specific genes have an interesting increase towards 

the latest phylostrata, in which their numbers almost overlap with the total of genes acquired 

during these periods (Fig. 3). Statistical tests for overrepresentation or underrepresentation as 

log-odds confirm that these increments are statistically significant (p > 0.001) (Fig. 4). 

Furthermore, there is an inverse behavior between both groups of genes, being the tissue 

specific genes enriched towards the youngest phylostrata and diminished in the ubiquitous 

(Fig. 4). The increasing amount of tissue specific genes observed towards younger phylostrata, 

especially after PS14 (amniotes) is a hint of the increasing complexity and tissue specialization 

in the following lineages.  
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Figure 4. Log-odds for distribution of ubiquitous (black) and tissue specific genes (red). Filled circles correspond 

to values significantly different from zero (hypergeometric statistics, FDR test, p<0.01).  

 

These two categories are the most abundant when compared to genes with intermediate widths 

of expression (Fig. 5). Statistical tests show that other groups of expression (6 to 50 tissues, 

five tissues bins) have no significant deviations from the expected (p < 0,05) confirming the 

dominant bimodal behavior in gene distribution between ubiquitous and tissue-specific genes 

(data not shown). 

 

Next, data corresponding to probe intensities were analyzed, to see if the amounts of transcript 

per gene have any specific phylostratigraphic distribution and width of expression (Table 2). 

The mean average intensity across tissue tends to be higher for the first two phylostrata and 

decreases until the phylostrata related to origin of tissues, but as the progression continues, no 

specific trend can be observed (Fig. 6).  
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Figure 5. Bimodal behavior of the abundance of tissue specificity. Small bars in each phylostratum represent 

increasing classes of width of expression. The darkest and left-sided bars correspond to highly specific tissues (1 

– 5 tissues). As the progression moves towards lighter colors, the tissue specificity decreases, until the lightest 

and most right-sided bars correspond to ubiquitous tissues. Each phylostratum has two peaks fo abundance, each 

one from the most extreme category.  

 

 

Figure 6. Mean average intensity (heavy line) and mean standard deviation of the intensity (dotted line). Values 

are calculated for each gene across all tissues, and then calculated for each phylostratum. Intensities are derived 

from array processed data, after sample normalization but before median subtraction. Scale is arbitrary, see 

methods. 

 

Analyses of width of expression show that tissue specific genes tend to be expressed in much 

smaller amounts than ubiquitous genes (Fig. 7). An interesting pattern can be observed for 
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tissue specific genes during the period comprising placental mammals until modern mice 

(PS16 to PS20). The mean intensity per phylostrata increases with the age of the gene, as well 

as the standard deviation; meaning perhaps a fine tuning of the transcriptional process over 

longer periods of time. Genes with bilaterian and vertebrate origin show a similar behavior, 

although more restricted to their periods.  

 

 

Table 2. Expression intensity summary for expressed genes, tissue specific and ubiquitous. Mean average across 

tissues (Mean Avg.) and mean standard deviation (Mean St. Dev.) across tissues. Intensity given in arbitrary 

units. See Methods.  

 Total Expressed Genes Tissue Specific Ubiquitous 

Phylostratum Mean Avg.  Mean St. Dev.  Mean Avg.  Mean St. Dev.  Mean Avg.  Mean St. Dev. 

1 70.17 65.18 5.10 18.71 186.77 146.93 

2 49.52 40.51 4.20 10.63 146.35 104.69 

3 32.18 34.14 4.17 11.04 140.03 123.75 

4 20.14 27.57 3.24 7.37 65.86 60.07 

5 18.59 24.73 3.81 9.85 74.61 51.75 

6 13.79 19.10 3.65 10.51 120.47 108.22 

7 18.38 25.26 5.70 24.13 122.56 102.33 

8 23.77 27.67 3.29 7.76 126.44 100.70 

9 14.42 22.94 5.13 19.89 58.36 62.29 

10 14.50 30.69 9.63 53.44 69.73 54.77 

11 34.67 42.39 5.10 17.31 127.24 124.93 

12 11.50 19.30 3.55 9.29 78.36 73.40 

13 27.08 36.10 2.69 6.76 224.43 229.62 

14 11.89 25.25 3.23 7.71 84.54 145.78 

15 19.94 24.08 4.43 16.84 307.05 176.85 

16 19.77 44.15 7.26 38.29 174.74 147.25 

17 6.68 18.64 6.61 34.51 49.15 39.14 

18 15.56 19.20 5.69 24.26 170.40 105.72 

19 8.69 30.06 4.71 22.55 46.79 26.46 

20 10.43 16.61 3.13 8.89 93.01 102.73 
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Ratios between tissue specific and ubiquitous genes were calculated in an attempt to normalize 

the signal within each phylostratum and tissue (Fig. 8). The behavior is increasing across the 

phylogeny, coherent with the aforementioned notions of ubiquitous genes having a higher 

intensity and being significantly more enriched towards earlier phylostrata. However, there is 

an interesting drop in the profile for most tissues at phylostratum 18. This behavior is related 

to the amount of ubiquitous genes for that phylostatum (Fig. 4) and the intensity of those genes 

(Fig 7), implying that there was an important accumulation of ubiquitous genes in the 

transition from the euarchontogliral ancestor to the rodentian ancestor. This is a rather 

unexpected result, given that after tetrapod divergence gene accumulation has been largely 

dominated by tissue-specific gene emergence. Testes have an overall higher specific-to-

nonspecific ratio, when compared to other tissues (Fig. 8). Single peaks and slight deviations 

are frequent in other individual tissue profiles, due to the fact that few genes can be expressed 

in large amounts, thus making the profile to have shifts.  

 

 

Figure 7. Mean average intensity (heavy line) and mean standard deviation of the intensity (dotted line) for tissue 

specific genes (top) and ubiquitously expressed genes (bottom). Values are calculated for each gene across all 

tissues, and then calculated for each phylostratum. Intensities are derived from array processed data, after sample 

normalization but before median subtraction. Intensity scale is arbitrary, see methods. 
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Figure 8. Ratios between the total sum of intensities in a phylostratum from the tissue specific genes and the 

ubiquitously expressed genes. Testis (bright red) show an outstanding behavior. 

 

 

Tissue specific patterns 

 

In order to determine whether the trends observed could also be fitted to the phylogenetic 

history of each tissue, phylostratigraphic distributions were analyzed for each available tissue 

taking into account the total amount of expressed genes in each tissue and the amount of tissue 

specific genes (Supplemental Tables S2 and S3). The total amount of genes was plotted as log-

odds of expression events, to generate profiles with comparable information between 

phylostrata. Hypergeometric statistics showed that most of the tissues had non-significant 

differences in each phylostratum (p < 0.05), being testes the exception. Testes also show the 

highest number of tissue specific genes, greatly exceeding the average number in each 
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phylostratum and total (Table 3). All other tissues have a similar amount of genes when 

compared between them, although different log-odd distributions.  

 

Table 3. Testes-expressed genes respect to all other tissues. Total expressed genes and tissue specific.  

 
Expressed Genes Tissue Specific Genes 

 
All Tisues Testes All Tisues Testes 

PS1 4910 2034 1184 222 

PS2 4530 2285 951 265 

PS3 417 193 111 27 

PS4 303 101 79 19 

PS5 1048 373 313 74 

PS6 1123 368 451 96 

PS7 759 250 286 52 

PS8 59 23 17 7 

PS9 194 65 65 11 

PS10 53 17 21 7 

PS11 459 139 139 18 

PS12 675 197 246 39 

PS13 104 39 38 8 

PS14 207 69 99 26 

PS15 407 168 238 96 

PS16 264 120 149 76 

PS17 202 77 133 42 

PS18 121 27 61 10 

PS19 168 63 112 41 

PS20 504 160 283 70 

Total 16507 6768 4976 1206 

 

 

The log-odds plot for testes (Fig. 9) shows an interesting behavior from PS14 to 17. The 

increasing amount of genes overlaps with the emergence of internal fertilization and peaks 

with the externalization of testicles (boreoeutheria) and continues to be very high in Rodentia.  

 

It can be assumed that each tissue might have its own phylogenetic signal based on its 

expression profile, just as it happens with the testes. However, the amounts accumulated over 
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time are not as large as in testes, thus making it difficult to obtain statistical significance. 

Curiously, the distribution of the phylostratigraphic signal in other tissues has a behavior 

which correlates with major functional transitions or shifts, based on its comparative anatomy. 

This leads to the idea that non-significant differences might still have biological meaning. 

Furthermore, some examples from the skeletal and respiratory systems can be used to develop 

this idea.  

 

 

Figure 9. Log-Odds distribution for testes to detect overrepresentations across phylostrata. Red marks, 

significantly overrepresented phylostrata. Black marks, significantly underrepresented phylostrata. 

Hypergeometrical tests (two-tailed) with FDR correction (p < 0.05). 

 

 

Skeletal system 

 

Interesting signals can be detected in the limbs, represented by knee, femur and digits in the 

expression datasets (Fig. 10). Knee shows peaks surrounding the development of limbed 

organisms (PS12), shift from only locomotor to weight-supporting limbs (PS14) and the 

appearance of additional structures (patella) and increase of muscular complexity in the knee 

(PS 17) (Herzmark, 1938). In femur, there is a major peak covering PS12 to PS17, showing a 

similar trend to the knee, coherent with the appearance of limbs, the adaptations to support the 

weight and further niche diversification in the dry land. The digits show a peak (although a 

small one) during the first appearance of fins, which are known to have some degree of 
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homology with the digits (Boisvert, 2005; Johanson et al., 2007). A very interesting peak 

appears at PS15 which correlates with the burst of diversity in the mammalian digits 

(Hamrick, 2001). At PS9 and between PS17 and 19, peaks are also evident, but do not 

correspond to obvious adaptations as the others.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Log-Odds scores plotted by phylostrata for the skeletal structures in the limbs: knee (top), femur 

(middle) and digits (bottom). 
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The mandible (or jawbone) shows signals specifically from the tetrapod organisms emergence 

period (PS13), which progressively increase until mammalian divergence (PS15), followed by 

a smaller peak for boreoeutheria/euarchontoglires (PS17/18) (Fig. 11, left). The mandible as a 

structure existed long before than the peak in the signal shows, but morphological 

comparisons show that in mammals the development of the jaw has been modified and the 

jawbone is formed almost exclusive from the dentary bone. This is different in other vertebrate 

groups, in which the jaw is formed from other bones (including the dentary). Some of these 

peaks might represent the increase of importance of the dentary bone along the evolution of 

the mammalian jaw or might be related to the exaptation of the jaw-related bones into other 

structures (i.e. middle ear) (Kardong, 2009).  

 

 

 

Figure 11. Log-odds scores plotted by phylostrata for cranial structures: mandible (left) and skull (right). 

 

The skull (or calvaria) shows a steep change at PS13 (Fig. 11, right), correlated with the 

colonization of dry land by tetrapods. It decreases progressively until PS16, and has another 

steep peak for Eutheria and Boreoeutheria (PS17/PS18). The peaks are somehow similar to 

those in the mandible, reflecting the tight evolutionary association between these structures. 

The mammalian specific peaks might as well be related to the specialization of the skulls in 

the masticatory habits and the strengthening and modifications of the skull and mandible 

bones and musculature (Kardong, 2009).  
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Respiratory system 

 

The respiratory system has a signal of its own, represented almost identically by lung and 

trachea tissues (Fig. 12). Three peaks appear surrounding the first circulatory tissues origin in 

early metazoan (gas exchange through an epithelium (Schmidt-Rhaesa, 2007) (PS4 to PS6), 

the progression towards a specialized circulatory system in marine organisms (PS8 to PS12) 

(Kardong, 2009) and the adaptations to air breathing in dry environments (PS14 to PS17).  

 

 

 

Figure 12. Log-odds scores for respiratory system organs: lung (left) and trachea (right). 

 

Other Tissues 

 

Regarding other tissues, in the digestive system the stomach and small intestine show a 

progressive decrease in the phylogenetic signal (Fig. 13). No other tissue or organ showed any 

similar behavior in the same or in other organ system.  
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Figure 13. Log-odds scores for stomach (right) and small intestine (left). 

 

Interestingly, the epididymis has two large peaks (Fig. 14): one almost overlapping with testes 

(PS14 to 17, and later 19) and another one during PS8 to PS10. Of all the tissues studied, the 

epididymis is the closest one spatially to the testes.  

 

 

 

Figure 14. Log-odd scores for epididymis.  

 

Other organ systems show mixed signals, and due to the lack of depth in phylogenetic 

information, especially for the vast amount of soft tissues, it is difficult to assess the relevance 

of many of the observed trends. Nevertheless, these results hint that these phylostratigraphic 

signals correlate with other lines of evidence of the evolution of functions in organs and 

tissues.  
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Mouse orphan genes analyses 

 

As a result of the phylostratigraphic analyses, a new level of information is acquired regarding 

genes and the estimated period of origin of their domains. In this case, genes assigned to the 

youngest phylostratum (PS20) should correspond to those emerged after the divergence 

between rats and mice.  

 

New genes can appear in an organism by a variety of mechanisms (reviewed in Long et al., 

2003 and Kaessman, 2010), with some models based only on few examples. In order to gain a 

deeper insight into the flavors and possible mechanisms of gene emergence, phylostratum 20 

genes were studied. Of particular interest were those genes which have emerged from genomic 

information already present before the last resolved divergence (Mus – Rattus).  

 

Following this criterion, 504 genes from the expression associated phylostratigraphic map 

were filtered in order to generate a dataset containing only those whose genomic regions 

conserved in rat without any transcripts associated to them (see Methods).  

 

A combination of systematic searches of cDNA and genomic sequences across both species, 

followed by careful manual evaluation yielded a list of 88 orphan genes, further sorted into 

categories depending on available genomic features and their relevance in the context of gene 

evolution.  

 

Most of the selected orphan genes are tissue specific, with over 51% being expressed only in 

one tissue and 72% being expressed in one to five tissues (out of 55 sampled tissues) and only 

11% being expressed in more than 20 tissues. Only one gene was found to be expressed in all 

the sampled tissues. As expected from the phylostratigraphic analyses, most of the tissue 

specific genes are expressed in testes (24% testes and up to four other tissues, 17% excusive to 

testes). Nearly half of the orphans expressed in testes are tissue specific (exclusive) and 75% 

are shared with only a few other tissues (expressed in up to four other tissues).  
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The first classification takes into account the different types of transcripts, into biotypes as 

defined in ENSEMBL (Supplemental Table S4). Three major classes were found in this 

dataset: protein coding (53 genes), processed long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) (32 genes) 

and pseudogenes (3 genes). This categorization depends mainly from EST and protein 

evidence, and is the result of an automatic annotation (ENSEMBL) combined with manually 

curated annotation (VEGA/Havana). It is important to mention that the protein coding 

classification is usually applied to genes without protein evidence, and might be an 

overestimation. For the same reason, lncRNAs might be underrepresented as such.  

 

The lengths of the transcripts are variable, ranging from hundreds of bases to hundreds of 

kilobases, with genes of lengths between one and ten kilobases having a greater frequency. 

(Fig. 15). Close to 50% of the genes have one or two exons, and the frequency of genes with 

more exons decreases with the number of exons, making a 13-exon gene a rare case (Fig. 15).  

 

 
Figure 15. Distribution of frequencies of exon number per transcript (left), and transcript lengths for 88 curated 

orphan genes (right).  

 

 

Categorization  

 

Two main gene emergence categories were defined: (a) genomic dynamics dependent 

(Supplemental Table 5) and (b) context dependent (Supplemental Table 6). The first contains 
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classes in which DNA alterations might be involved, while the second contains information 

about relevant features in the proximity of the orphan genes. Due to the fact that most of these 

genes have not been characterized or even named, the convention chosen for naming unknown 

genes or transcripts during the following description is to use the name of the transcript as it is 

found in the latest ENSEMBL version (v.61).  

 

 

Category A: Genomic dynamics dependent emergence  

 

Category A1: Transposable Element Associated 

 

Using the RepeatMasker track, which contains information for several short repeats, presence 

of transposable elements in orphan genes was assessed. Among the available repeats, 

Short/Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements (SINEs, LINEs), Long Terminal Repeats (LTRs) 

and DNA transposons (Jurka, 2000) were observed within the boundaries of the selected 

genes.  

 

71 genes have transposable element presence (including intronic regions), while 17 have no 

evidence of transposable elements at all. 27 genes have transposable elements associated with 

exon borders, transcription start sites, transcription end sites or coding regions (Fig. 16). 

Additionally, 10 genes have notorious and conserved transposons upstream from the 

transcription start site.  

 

One particular case was explicitly recognized as gene emergence mediated by a 

retrotransposition event (Fig. 17). A copy of the gene E230019M04Rik (MGC114520 in rat) 

coming from the X chromosome was able to induce the expression of a previously non-coding 

region upon introduction, thus pushing forward the emergence of a new gene. 

E230019M04Rik is a gene with 7 exons, which lies in a bidirectional conformation, opposite 

to Nup62 (nucleoporin 62 C-terminal like). A retroposon is located in chromosome 1, in the 

form of an intronless copy of E230019M04Rik. Interestingly, the insertion also carried with it 

an upstream sequence corresponding to the transcription start site and first coding exon of 
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Nup62, giving rise to a new transcript (ENSMUST00000135245). Although this is the only 

case of this kind present in the set, it highlights the importance of mutations introducing 

changes in the transcription potential in terms of gene emergence (discussed later). 

 

 
 

Figure 16. Example of an orphan gene associated to transposable elements. UCSC Genome Browser capture. 

Purple arrow tracks, UCSC Genes; black arrow tracks, mRNA evidence for mouse; red arrow tracks, ENSEMBL 

transcript predictions; blocks in shades of gray, RepeatMasker transposable and repeated elements. Darker blocks 

represent a higher conservation respect a reference repeat element. 

 

 

Category A2: Segmental Duplications 

  

The Segmental Dups track in the UCSC Genome Browser shows regions of the genome 

comprising duplicates longer than one kilobase and with 90% or more of identity between 

them. These duplicates might or might not be related with transposition events. In the curated 

set, 12 genes belong to this category. Half of all the cases had at least one duplicate present in 

the X chromosome.  
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Figure 17. Orphan gene emergence from a non-coding region after a retrotransposition event. UCSC Genome 

Browser capture. A – C. Synteny and evidence of retrotransposition. A. The mouse orphan gene 

(ENSMUST00000135245) is located in chromosome 1 in a region present in chromosome 9 in rat (yellow Chain 

and Net Alignment track). A fragment in the upstream region is present in the X chromosome in rat. This 

fragment contains a short intronless gene opposite to the orphan. B. A full length, intron containing version of the 

gene opposite to the orphan appears in rat, mapping back to chromosome 1 in mouse (brown blocks, Chained 

alignments). C. The presumed region of origin of the retroposed fragment contains the original gene 

(E230019M04Rik) and a gene in the opposite direction (Nup62cl). D – E. Detailed view of the region containing 

the original gene in both rat and mouse genomes. D. Chained Alignment shows that the retrotransposition carried 

with it the first exon of the gene, but also the TSS and first exon of the opposite. E. Detailed view of the region in 

mouse.  
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In four cases, the duplicated region does not cover the full length of the transcript, acting 

perhaps as a sequence shuffle. One of these genes (ENSMUST00000079915) has a 

transposon-mediated duplication, which is responsible for the movement of two exons 

between the genes sharing the duplication. Another of these genes (ENSMUST00000093501) 

is covered fully by several duplications, rather than by a single one. All the opposite duplicates 

share properties from this transcript, but make part of different genes.  

 

The other remaining two genes (ENSMUST00000090537 and ENSMUST00000095903) have 

an asymmetrical behavior regarding transcriptional activity and presence of exons. 

Specifically, only one of the copies has developed exons or is part of a transcript. 

 

Regarding the eight fully covered transcripts by complete duplications, one of the pairs 

(ENSMUST00000159767) seems to have evolved a transcript after its divergence, due to the 

fact that only one of the duplicates has an annotated record. All other seven have similar 

products in their counterparts, although not all of the copies belonging to the same 

duplications were detected by the automated scheme. For example, oocyte maturation beta 

(Omt2b) has a PS20 counterpart (Omt2a) which was overseen during the filtering strategy. 

The expression patterns of these two duplicates seem to be identical. 

 

Interestingly, two out of four pseudogenes with a common origin were found, as well as three 

members of a family of short quick evolving genes also present in rat (Fig. 18 and 19) 

(TREEFAM Accession TF340081). At least 8 different mouse genes and 10 rat genes belong 

to this family (based on current ENSEMBL data). The main differences between these genes 

lie in the exon distribution and sequence divergence. Using the available tracks (see Methods), 

expression data for five members of this family in mouse could be analyzed. The most basal 

gene to mouse was also found to belong to the phylostratum 19; meaning it has common 

representatives within the rat genome. This gene has low expression values across all tissues 

available, while all the derived copies have testes specific expression. However, the annotation 

of these genes has a low quality (i.e. the most basal gene was removed from the last 

ENSEMBL genebuild) and there is no evidence of expression in rat. Further analyses are 

required in order to estimate the actual representations in both genomes and width of their 
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expression. This family might work both as a model of tissue specification in the context of 

recent emergence (genes are not older than the Rodentia divergence) and quick evolvability of 

recently duplicated genes.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure. 18. Three segmental duplications in chromosome 12 and X contain orphan genes of the same origin. 

UCSC Genome Browser capture. Orphan gene transcripts highlighted. Segmental Duplications track shows the 

genomic coordinates of other duplications related to these. UCSC Genome Browser capture. 

 

 

Figure 19. Associations between members of gene family TF340081. Most mouse (green labels) and rat genes 

(black labels) cluster together. Red and green marks correspond to genes with expression data. Tissue specific 

genes in red and ubiquitous genes in green. All tissue specific genes are expressed in the testes. Modified from 

TREEFAM.  
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Category A3: Other genomic rearrangements 

 

This category is by definition very heterogeneous and could be broken apart into more specific 

subcategories, given a larger number of cases. The threshold for genomic rearrangements was 

also expanded when compared to the other classes. For this, genomic alignments with primates 

were also considered, aiming to detect rearrangements which might have happened prior to the 

divergence of Rodentia from the other Euarchontoglires. Within the orphans screened, events 

of short inversions (ENSMUST00000125067, Fig R20), transpositions (either conservative or 

duplicative) and large chromosomal breaks or junctions (ENSMUST00000135245, Fig. R21) 

were found. 

 

 

Figure 20. Region containing several short inversions spans over an orphan gene (highlighted in red). 

Alignments with rat genome (gray bars with arrows) show different orientations. This region has conserved 

duplications and transposable elements. Yellow bars with arrows and darker bars represent high conservation, 

respectively. UCSC Genome Browser capture. 

 

 

Figure 21. A chromosomal rearrangement (Human Net Alignments, different colors represent different 

chromosomes in the other organism), which occurred after the divergence of Rodentia from the other 

Euarchontoglires lead to a region where now an orphan gene emerged. UCSC Genome Browser capture. 
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Category B: Context dependent emergence 

 

Category B1: Older-gene-overlapping genes 

 

From the 28 orphan genes that were found to be overlapping with other genes, seven overlap 

with intronic regions (see next section) of other genes and 21 overlap with both introns and 

exons from older genes. Out of these 21 genes, two have been found to be in the same strand 

as the older gene, relatively close to the transcription start, and therefore classified as 

alternative (or novel) transcripts in the available databases. 

 

The remaining 19 genes are located on the opposite strand and can be further divided into 

wide- (9 genes) or short-overlapping genes (10 genes). The previously characterized Airn 

(antisense of Igf2r regulatory non-coding, Air by other authors) was found within the wide 

overlapping genes. Airn is a long non-coding RNA described as a complex epigenetic 

regulator exclusive to mouse, able to silence multiple genes in cis and trans (Mohammad et 

al., 2009). Three of these wide overlapping genes are associated to CpG islands, including 

Airn itself.  

 

The short overlapping genes are located in either tail-to-tail (both ends of the genes meet) or 

head-to-head (start of both genes overlap) conformations. Most of the pairs are in the head-to-

head conformation and have CpG islands associated to the transcription start sites.  

 

 

Category B2: Intron-overlapping genes 

 

Seven genes fell into this category, being the main criterion a non-overlap between exons, 

either coding or non-coding. As commonalities of these genes, most of them are antisense to 

the older gene, their transcription start sites lie at least two kilobases away from the nearest 

upstream overlapping exon. Most of them are also short, with few exons and appear to be 

protein coding. Two of these belong to the previously mentioned family of fast evolving 

duplicated genes (see Segmental Duplications, above). 
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Only one gene is sense-overlapping (ENSMUST00000020855), and lies close to the 

transcription start site of the older gene but not enough to be considered an alternative 

transcript.  

 

Category B3: Genes closely linked to others 

 

33 genes can be considered as closely linked to other genes without overlap. This category can 

be further expanded to 40 genes including those with a short overlap on other genes. The 

relevant limits to consider a gene as closely linked are difficult to establish. Here a maximum 

distance of 30 to 50 kilobases is used to consider genes in the proximity of others.  

 

Within this category 27 genes were found to overlap with CpG islands in the transcription start 

site of other genes, in head-to-head conformations, with distances between genes from -500 

bases (overlapping) up to one kilobase apart from each other (Fig. 22). The CpG islands are 

usually associated with sites of low DNA methylation and open chromatin states, which result 

in active transcription. CpG island assessment is classically a sequence-only feature. 

Nevertheless the transcriptional activity of these regions was further recognized by using 

ChIP-Seq data of H3K4me3, which is widely known to be related to open chromatin states 

(Schneider et al., 2004). 22 out of 24 CpG islands found in these cases overlap with H3K4me3 

occupancy peaks.  

 

Using expression data from the GNF Atlas 2 track, the expression patterns of genes in these 

pairs were compared. In general the expression patterns are altogether dissimilar between both 

genes but in some cases the expression patterns of the orphan were subsets (either in amount, 

tissue-specificity or both) or were opposite. This could be interpreted as a functional link in 

the first case or a mechanistic link in the second, thought as if the machinery allowing the 

transcription of one product would disturb the transcription of the other.  

 

Comparisons between mouse, human and rat were made for 37 genomic regions containing 

orphans associated with CpG islands. In the cases of bidirectional transcription, the oldest 
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gene was conserved, but the information regarding the end overlapping the orphan was rather 

poor. In rat only three such regions have any transcriptional activity records. In human, 20 

regions have transcripts in the same orientation as the orphan, but are different transcripts. The 

remaining regions have no transcript records. Due to the differences in cDNA/EST evidence 

between mouse, human and rat it is difficult to interpret absences as true lack of transcriptional 

activity. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22. Two examples of orphan genes as divergent, or head to head, transcripts from older genes 

(highlighted in red). Gray track corresponds to H3K4me3 ChIP-Seq data, in which darker signals correspond to 

higher occupancy values. The occupancy regions loosely overlap with CpG islands. UCSC Genome Browser 

capture. 

 

 

Category B4: Genes emerging from genomic deserts 

 

Genomic deserts are regions with none transcriptional activity. Their transcription potential 

relies on mutation accumulation, transpositions (Fig. 17) or possible adaptations derived from 

pervasive transcription. Here, genes are considered to have emerged out of a genomic desert, if 

these are located at least within 50 to 100 kb away from the next transcriptionally active unit. 

The limits are arbitrarily set, but try to be coherent with reported ranges of potential 

interference from neighboring transcriptional units. A previously described and characterized 

de novo emergent gene Pldi (Polymorphic derived intron containing) (Heinen et al., 2009) was 
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found within this category. The 27 genes found within this category can be considered de novo 

emergent genes from previously non coding regions. Other genes contained here belong to the 

previously described duplications, transposable elements and genomic rearrangements 

associated categories. 
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Discussion 

 

Phylostratigraphy 

 

Phylostratigraphic methods have previously been shown to be able to trace back traits in the 

evolutionary history of an organism by the use of molecular information organized in a 

coherent phylogenetic manner (Domazet-Lošo et al., 2007; Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2008; 

Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2010a; Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2010b). This study is the first 

approach to mouse gene evolution using phylostratigraphic techniques, and a first tissue 

oriented phylostratigraphic reconstruction of an organism. Likewise, it is the first large scale 

approach analysis of the mouse orphan gene repertoire.  

 

The phylostratigraphic map of an organism allows the recognition of important functional 

transitions in its phylogeny. In this case the overall patterns of gene distribution across 

phylostrata are similar to the expected when compared to other organisms (Domazet-Lošo et 

al., 2007; Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2008; Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2010a; Domazet-Lošo & 

Tautz, 2010b), taking into account that most of the genes in an organism are in charge of 

structural cellular functions, which first appeared during the periods corresponding to the first 

two phylostrata (Freilich et al., 2005; Domazet-Lošo et al., 2007). The following abundance 

peaks are also expected, given that the appearance of multicellularity and tissue specialization 

were necessarily accompanied by co-option of molecular innovations (Domazet-Lošo & 

Tautz, 2010a). 

 

Progressive peaks are quite interesting, for they might be interpreted as a continuum 

remodeling in the evolution of functions in an organism, by means of using the emerging 

molecular elements available at each moment. A good resolution in the phylogeny is 

fundamental; what in some cases might be a high steep peak might be in other cases a wide 

low bump. In the phylostratigraphic context this depends mostly on how many genomes with 

reliable annotations are available for each node.  
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The peak containing the newest genes in the molecular phylogeny of the genus Mus has the 

fourth place in abundance, which leads to the questions: how many of these sequences are 

residual artifacts of the current annotation schemes and how many are bona fide orphan genes? 

And more important, how many of these genes are already involved in functions that will 

allow them to accumulate over the next million years? To address these questions, a 

combination of manual and automated filters was established, with results suggesting that the 

current number of orphan genes might be higher than the number of genes in previous 

phylostrata.  

 

It is important to notice that the filtering scheme focuses mostly on transcripts which are 

different from mouse and rat, derived from expression analyses and the current state of 

annotation for mouse. The current amount of information regarding transcripts in rat is at least 

four times less than the available information for mouse (estimate based on dbEST release 

030111). Since the absence of matching sequences was involved during the filtering, it is 

possible that undersampled transcripts in rat might add to the amount of false positive orphans 

in mouse.  

 

 

Tissue specificity 

 

The appearance of tissues and functional specialization can be pinpointed to the period of 

metazoan divergence (corresponding to phylostrata 6 and 7, Fig. R3). The increase in the 

abundance and the progressive increase in overrepresentation towards younger phylostrata in 

tissue specific genes are coherent with the notions of gene evolution associated to tissue 

specific genes, namely tissue specific genes have a general faster sequence evolution than non-

tissue specific genes (Zhang & Li, 2004; Liao & Zhang, 2006). The increase in number of 

tissues and functions related to dry land adaptations had a significant effect on the rates of co-

option of new genes; hence specific genes became more numerous (from phylostrata 14 to 20).  

 

This dynamic can be understood as co-evolution between the tissue specific genes and the 

tissues where they fulfill their functions. In addition to this, the rise and diversification of 
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tissue types and functions might serve as a broader landscape for gene adaptation than in 

previous lineages, allowing more new genes to be co-opted over the same span of time. This 

can be interpreted as a driving force increasing the complexity in complex organisms (Carrol, 

2001). While similar mechanisms of gene emergence might apply to different organisms, 

those which have a greater diversity of interactions and interactors might be able to better 

integrate new elements than those with more restricted molecular environments. This is further 

hinted by the fact that PS19 has the highest overrepresentation (Figs. 4 and 9). For this it is 

also necessary to assume that the genes in PS20 are under current selective processes.  

 

The width of expression is bimodal and seems to be almost binary: genes are either tissue 

specific or ubiquitously expressed. Overrepresentation analyses show contrasting trends, in 

which the increase of one class means a decrease to the other (Fig. 4). Medium range genes are 

less frequent (Fig. 5), perhaps due to small amounts of shared regulators between different 

groups of tissues. The grouping of tissues specific genes into a category that contains up to 

five tissues expressing the same gene copes with the fact that some tissues belong to the same 

organ system, and might have similar expression behavior. Similar results were found by 

Freilich et al, 2005, but their strategy was limited to four main transitions in mouse phylogeny, 

two of those being the first two phylostrata and 14 tissues. In that study the GNF Atlas 2 was 

used, which is based on Affymetrix microarray technology (data used in this work were based 

in Agilent microarrays (Zhang et al, 2004), meaning that at this level of analysis the two 

methods help to reach a similar conclusion.  

 

The intensities of expression across phylostrata (Fig. 6) are coherent with previous findings in 

vertebrate transcriptomes, which indicate that over 70% of the mRNA in cells corresponds to 

ubiquitously expressed genes (Ramsköld et al., 2009; Hastie & Bishop, 1976), that the 

housekeeping genes (considered an important subset of ubiquitous genes) might have large 

variations between tissues (Hastie & Bishop, 1976; Velculescu et al., 1999; Schug et al., 

2005;Liao & Zhang, 2006) and that specific tissues might have a very large expression of 

single genes (Hastie & Bishop, 1976; Subramanian & Kumar, 2004; Schug et al., 2005).  
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A detailed look at tissue specific genes between phylostrata 16 to 20 indicates an increasing 

expansion of the range of expression in both amounts and variation represented by increases in 

the mean and standard deviation respectively. It has been shown that the tissue specific genes 

might either be highly expressed and have a slower evolution, or be expressed in low amounts 

and evolve at a faster pace (Subramanian & Kumar, 2004; Liao & Zhang, 2006). The behavior 

in this specific part of the profile could be interpreted as an indication that the tissue specific 

genes are born under tight regulation of expression and high mutational potential, and are 

allowed to acquire expression flexibility at expense of the rate of change in the sequence. This 

is not the case for ubiquitously expressed genes, whose emergence might be linked to more 

stochastic or less probable mechanisms like emergence under a ubiquitous promoter or 

secondary processes related to retrotransposition (Krasnov et al., 2005).  

 

 

Special case: the testes  

 

Testes have been previously recognized as a common place for emergence of new genes (Long 

et al., 2003; Kouprina et al., 2004; Levine et al., 2006; Vinckenbosch et al., 2006; Begun et 

al., 2007; Chen et al., 2007; Heinen et al., 2009; Kaessmann, 2010), however previous 

analyses were based on few discrete cases, in which the testes-specificity came to be a 

commonality. Here, this feature is strikingly confirmed putting the testes at the highest level in 

terms of molecular novelties accumulation by a tissue or organ in an organism. From all 

mouse tissues analyzed, only the testes showed significant deviations in the amount of 

expressed genes. The profile indicates that the modern testes-transcriptome has signals which 

have been accumulated more readily since between the transitions from tetrapod organisms to 

amniotes (phylostrata 13 to 14).  

 

This increase in the numbers can be attributed to different processes converging in the testes. 

Sexual selection is known to operate in a cross-level manner, increasing therefore the rates of 

evolution at the molecular and genetic levels in structures and functions related to sexual 

reproduction (Kleene, 2005). Additionally, there are “selfish” or “self-promoting” genes, 

which are known to spread and fix quickly, sometimes with a fitness compromise. These cover 
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an aspect not included in the sexual selection, namely competition of genes against genes 

within an individual (Kleene, 2005).  

 

From the mechanistic point of view, it has been suggested that post meiotically expressed 

genes require simpler regulatory signals than other genes (Kleene, 2001; Acharya, 2006), and 

that spermatogonic cells use alternative sets of promoters, splicing signals, polyadenylation 

signals (Kleene, 2001; Hiller et al., 2004; Acharya, 2006), thus having additional targets for 

selection during de novo emergence of genes (Heine et al., 2009). 

 

In this dataset, the increasing accumulation in overrepresentation hints an important transition 

before internal fertilization (PS14), but not further back than the emergence of vertebrates 

(PS11). Due to the evidence of testes-associated gene emergence in Drosophila (Krasnov et 

al., 2005, Levine et al., 2006; Chen et al.,2007), which lies at a far distance from the 

vertebrate lineage (vertebrates and flies diverged during the period corresponding to PS7) it 

can be assumed that the forces linked to the reproductive functions might be responsible for 

the particular accumulation, rather than specific adaptations in these tissues in the vertebrate 

lineages. However, the transition from PS11 to PS14 in the mouse lineage resulted in 

enhancements in the gene accumulation rates. It is necessary to gain a better understanding of 

the reproductive transition between these periods, which lead to an eventual fine tuning of the 

testes as a „gene factory‟.  

 

If the analogy applies, the testes are able to produce and use locally a very large proportion of 

genes. This opens the question related to the export potential of this „factory‟ into other tissues 

and into the whole organism. A peak of overrepresentation in the epididymis (Fig. 14), which 

is similar to the observed for testes, might lead to think that the functional or spatial issue 

might be of relevance for the abovementioned potential of the testes to generate in a more 

tissue wide manner.  
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Other tissues 

 

The changes of scale affect indisputable the significance of the tests applied. The changes in 

numbers of expected expressed genes for tissue specialization or for overrepresentation are 

different for somatic tissues than testes, and therefore the current approaches should be 

reconsidered towards more statistical detections. One possible problem might be related to the 

microarray technology and type of information obtained, specifically regarding the conversion 

of intensity (a continuous variable) into presence/absence (a binary variable), a rather arbitrary 

process which has an important impact on the genes with expression values not too different 

from noise. It has been demonstrated that even after standardization the levels of expression 

between tissues might not be biologically comparable (Liao et al., 2006). Liao et al 2006 used 

an approach which takes into account the range of expression of each gene among all tissues 

in order to establish a more biological significant comparative parameter.  

 

Looking past the technical issues, gene accumulation in the other tissues should be more 

stochastic than in testes, and mechanistically more difficult to explain for the reason stated 

before. Nevertheless, a general increase in tissue specific genes towards new phylostrata is 

present, even when the testes specific genes are not taken into account for the calculations 

(data not shown) and there is evidence that new domains have tissue-specific biased 

expression (Cohen-Gihon, et al., 2005). Furthermore, it is counterintuitive and unlikely that 

new genes could only be generated through initial expression in the testes.  

 

The correspondence between phylostratigraphic profiles and specific morphologic/functional 

transitions is a powerful indicator that the expression patterns retain signals from their 

evolutionary history; although more restricted in numbers in somatic tissues. To find that the 

expression profile of bones has a correlation with changes in the anatomy of the organism 

means that there are indeed genes being „trapped‟ or „locked‟ upon emergence under 

functional shifts, and signals coming from other organ systems, like the nervous system, have 

been detected by means of phylostratigraphy (Domazet-Lošo et al., 2007). However, a 

conclusive statement cannot be accurately made unless the statistical significance of the 

profiles can be proved.  
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Regarding underrepresentation events, and more specifically progressive peaks, several 

possibilities might be available to answer the question of why a tissue might stop 

accumulating genes in time. The first one is that it has reached a stationary status, in which the 

functions obtained a long time ago are the current most efficient way to deal with its 

challenges. An alternative, which might be as well be complementary, is that the tissue has 

reached such a level of specificity, that it has reduced its potential to incorporate new 

functions and the young sequences are not able to be locked into any available networks.  

 

Orphan genes 

 

The phylostratigraphic analyses usually show a peak of abundance of orphan genes (Domazet-

Lošo et al., 2007; Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2008; Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2010a; Domazet-

Lošo & Tautz, 2010b). One can safely assume that a generous proportion of these sequences 

represents true orphan genes, either protein coding or non-coding. Since the phylostratigraphic 

analyses are protein-oriented, some of the genes assigned to the last phylostratum are 

supposed to be non-coding genes whose putative open reading frames do not match proteins in 

other organisms. Some of these non-coding genes might be incorrectly classified as orphans. 

Non-coding genes, especially long non-coding genes, are thought to exist in phylogenetically 

restricted ranges (Hyashizaki, 2004; Khaitovich et al., 2006; Chodroff et al., 2006), a fact that 

might work in favor of an orphan oriented classification and decrease the likelihood of false 

positives. Even so, it was necessary to confirm as much as possible whether the current non-

coding orphan genes derived from phylostratigraphy are indeed exclusive to mouse.  

 

Following a conservative and stringent filtering approach, 20% of the genes in phylostratum 

20 can be reliably considered mouse orphans, but since the corrections and filters performed 

are too dependent on direct observation of the data, it is difficult to know if this ratio is similar 

for other phylostrata. A complementary transcript-centered phylostratigraphy might bring 

answers to this issue (Gingeras, 2007). Additionally, genes emerging from novel genomic 

regions between mouse and rat are not included, as well as those genes coming from highly 

conservative duplications which might have acquired new ORFs by point mutations, short 
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indels, transpositions or other possible mechanisms (Ohno, 1984; Keese & Gibbs, 1992; 

Golding et al., 1994; Kumar et al., 2007; Baertsch et al., 2008).  

 

The increase in tissue-specific genes after the filtering is coherent with the expectation that 

new genes should emerge more readily in specialized tissues, but also generates the question 

of how many of the genes classified as ubiquitously expressed could represent noise in the 

annotations or even at the biological level.  

 

Approaching the orphan genes issue from a „differential transcript‟ perspective introduces an 

interesting and intentional bias towards discovery of long non-coding RNAs in the mouse, 

which have important regulatory roles and other functions (Ponting et al., 2009; Wilusz, et al., 

2009) which might give account for large differences between closely related species in 

mammals and other amniotes (Khaitovich et al., 2006, Chodroff et al., 2006). Furthermore, 

some characterized lncRNAs are examples of de novo gene emergence (Begun et al., 2007; 

Heine et al., 2009). Is not implausible to imagine that lncRNAs might be also used as 

evolutionary precursors of novel protein coding genes by means of acquisition of active ORFs, 

although direct evidence is scarce and most of the protein orphan genes detected so far also 

lack transcript presence in other groups (Levine et al., 2006; Begun et al., 2007; Cai et al., 

2008; Knowles & McLysaght, 2009).  

 

Due to the above mentioned bias of the search strategy, the relative representation of the 

different categories is expected to be different from other studies (Kumar et al., 2007; Toll-

Riera et al., 2009). Given that gene duplication is usually a conservative mechanism; 

transcripts from duplicates might cancel out during the filtering process, accounting for the 

limited amount of events found here. However, if a gene is enclosed within a duplicated 

segment at very early stages of their emergence, the diversification of the family might 

increase considerably and thus give the chance to be detected as divergent novel genes (Fig. 

18). This is an example of how the models can converge in single cases, since most of them 

are not mutually exclusive. Genes being born by means of hybrid emergence might eventually 

help to determine quantitatively the roles of the single models involved.  
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Transposable elements seem to play a regular role when compared to other studies, probably 

because of their capabilities as large mutation inducers. It has been reported that the insertion 

process itself might drive the evolution of new regulatory regions (Okamura & Nakai, 2008; 

Kunarso et al., 2010). Here another possibility appears, derived from retrotransposition of a 

gene with a bidirectional orientation in its source, which was able to drive the transcription of 

a non-coding region into the formation of an orphan gene in the opposite direction of the 

actual retroposon. Since there is a considerable amount of clusters of genes in bidirectional 

orientation in mammalian genomes (Adachi & Lieber, 2002; Garcia & Nagai, 2011), a deeper 

look at events similar to this, might prove helpful to understand the processes of co-option of 

non-coding regions of the genome into novel transcripts.  

 

 

Transcriptional activity and orphan emergence 

 

An important proportion of the orphans analyzed showed direct association with CpG islands.  

CpG dinucleotides are the substrate of DNA methyltransferases and are markers of imprinting 

and general gene silencing. The high spontaneous deamination rate of methylated cytosines 

has as a consequence a general underrepresentation of the CpG dinucleotide along the 

vertebrate genomes. Aditionally, CpG islands appear in non-random fashion, in the 5‟ regions 

of genes, as local accumulation of the dinucleotide up to 10-fold higher than in the rest of the 

genome. Therefore, this genomic feature has been long supposed to be under high selective 

pressures (Cooper & Gerber-Huber 1985; Gardiner-Garden & Frommer, 1987, Antequera, 

2003). Perhaps of the best explanation to this (but not the only one), is that the regions 

correspond to low DNA methylation patterns, and the genes in the proximity of CpG islands 

are highly transcribed (Antequera, 2003). This holds true for this dataset based on 

complementary evidence from H3K4me3 ChIP-Seq data. H3K4me3 is one of the histone 

modifications associated with open chromatin states and high transcription (Schneider et al., 

2004). 

 

Many of the orphans associated to CpG islands are located opposite to older genes, in 

divergent orientations, or head-to-head. CpG islands also appear to be a common feature of 
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bidirectional promoters (Linton et al., 1989; Lennard & Fried, 1991; Chinenov et al., 2000; 

Adachi & Lieber, 2002; Trinklein et al., 2004). Given that genes under CpG islands and that 

bidirectional gene pairs are usually conserved, it is intriguing to find so many orphan genes 

associated to these regions. A comparison with human and rat genomic data hinted that these 

sites might indeed be developing new transcripts, opposite to existing genes. Data from 

transposition events showed that CpG islands of single genes might have a tendency to 

increase transcription of novel insertions in the opposite direction (Kalitsis & Saffery, 2009). 

In yeast and humans, open chromatin regions have been shown to have pervasive 

transcriptional activity in the opposite direction of the apparent transcribed gene (Ebisuya et 

al., 2008; Xu et al., 2009).  

 

A recent study in yeast identified that highly expressed bidirectional genes show less amount 

of transcriptional noise than other highly expressed genes, and suggests that emergence of 

non-coding RNAs might be necessary to deplete the noise shifts generated in loci with high 

expression and during tightening and relaxation of the chromatin, converting single gene loci 

into bidirectional, highly expressed, low noise loci (Wang et al., 2011). Accordingly to this, it 

is proposed here that CpG islands of single genes might be responsible for the transcriptional 

activity necessary to allow gene emergence and orphan generation.  

 

The pervasive transcription in mammalian genomes is supposed to be variable and localized, 

with a maximum effect in bidirectional promoters, which might extend up to 100kb away from 

the focus of transcription like a wave along the chromosome (ripple effect) (Ebisuya et al., 

2008). This effect might come from induction of expression of genes upon a specific stimulus, 

which then spreads across the chromosome triggering the unprimed expression of 

neighbouring genes, but also might induce the transcription of intergenic regions carrying 

cryptic signals. This might represent a barrier for genes in genomic deserts, which might arise 

by slower mechanisms. Nevertheless, the amount of genes emerging from genomic deserts 

reveals that de novo emergence might not be as rare as originally thought, and sets a challenge 

for functional validation and characterization to better understand their properties and detect 

evolutionary commonalities.  
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Another promising category to characterize at the functional level is that of orphans which 

directly overlap with older genes. It has been suggested that members of this group, 

specifically Airn, have properties as epigenetic regulators similar to the well-characterized 

Xist in chromosomal inactivation (Pointing et al., 2009). Similarly, lncRNAs are able to add 

different levels of regulation at the transcriptional activation/repression level (Chen et al., 

2005; Mohammad et al., 2009; Pointing et al., 2009). The question which arises is whether the 

complex regulatory requirements of specific genes are able to induce emergence of lncRNAs, 

and if their functions are bound by their overlapping portions. Little is known about this type 

of non-coding RNAs both at the functional and evolutionary levels, making these orphans 

attractive candidates for further study.  
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Concluding Remarks 

 

The phylostratigraphic approach provides interesting insights regarding the process of long-

term adaptations in tissue specific and ubiquitous genes. The emergence and specialization of 

tissues confers the genome a broader adaptive landscape, allowing the further specialization by 

acquisition of more molecular novelties, in the form of founder genes. On the other side, the 

emergence of ubiquitous genes might require more complex sequences of events. The further 

increase in tissue complexity seems to have a limiting effect in the emergence of these genes.  

 

The testes appear as an entity able to acquire novel genes at a higher rate than any other 

studied tissue, constituting a rather efficient gene factory due to strategic functional and 

structural features related to male sexual reproduction. Other organ systems seem to have less 

profuse rate of gene incorporation, but also seem able to keep record of functional shifts across 

their evolutionary history.  

 

This constitutes the first systematic classification of orphan genes in mouse, leading to the 

identification of more candidates for different gene emergence mechanisms. Additionally, 

transcription associated gene emergence appears to play an important role in the generation of 

orphan genes.  
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Perspectives 

 

According to the difficulties experienced and new questions generated during the course of 

this study, I consider ideal to carry on following one or more of the following ideas.  

 

The data provided by Zhang et al. 2004 is extensive, but still based in an outdated version of 

the genome. A new oligonucleotide design could help improve the sensitivity and coverage. 

Additionally, with the advent of next generation sequencing technologies, expansion of the 

expression information is expected. The expansion in the information and processing 

algorithms should help establish more reliable gene predictions.  

 

Previous phylostratigraphic studies on zebrafish (Domazet-Lošo & Tautz, 2010b) revealed a 

connection between ontogeny and phylogeny at the whole organism level. Given that the 

patterns of tissue expression do vary across the life of an organism, and that different tissues 

and organs have different ontogenetic and phylogenetic origins, a more detailed 

phylostratigraphy oriented towards tissue analysis, including ontogenetic variables is very 

attractive.  

 

Zhang et al. 2004 used a set of probes not found within the mouse as internal control to 

establish confidently expressed transcripts. While this can be a suitable control for confident 

detection of expressed genes, a binary count of the genes might not be the best approach to 

determine tissue specificity of genes. More elaborated methods take into account the 

intensities across all samples of every single gene, and based on custom profiles, determining 

a tissue specificity value. Establishing the right subsets of relevant genes in each tissue might 

hold the key towards detection of significant phylostratigraphic signals.  

 

It is relevant to address the role of testes-emergent genes in non-testes gene emergence, and 

detect under what conditions genes could change their testes expression patterns and acquire 

different functions in other organs.  
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The phylostratigraphic approach is protein-centered. Eventually it will be required to establish 

highly automated reliable methods for assessing the phylogenetic distriubutions of non-coding 

RNAs, especially of lncRNAs, which are the best candidates among non-coding RNAs to have 

a role as intermediates in the generation of protein coding genes.  

 

It is necessary to determine which of the orphan genes listed as protein coding have 

characteristics that confirm their classification, such as common codon usage. Sequence 

analyses of substitutions might also be informative about the kind of selective pressures acting 

upon these genes. Selective sweeps detection is possible, and is also of great relevant in the 

assessment of gene fixation dynamics. In addition, the most interesting orphans should be 

functionally characterized in their actual context as extensively as possible.  

 

Furthermore, copy number variation analyses of genes emerged in other recent phylostrata 

might provide a detailed look on how the subfunctionalization of expression domains happens, 

and what are the connections between the evolutionary rates, tissue specificity and expression 

intensity for young genes.  
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Supplemental Material 

 

Table S1. UCSC Genome Browser public tracks used for orphan gene categorization.  

Track Name Description References 

 

Annotations and Predictions 

UCSC Genes Conservative compendium of annotations with at least one line of evidence. Includes 

data from RefSeq, GenBank and UniProt. 

Hsu et al., 2006 

RefSeq Genes Known genes from NCBI Pruitt et al., 2004 

ENSEMBL Genes ENSEMBL automated gene predictions Hubbard et al., 2002 

Mouse mRNAs Mouse GenBank mRNA records Benson et al., 2004 

Mouse ESTs Mouse GeneBank ESTs  Benson et al., 2004 

Other mRNAs Non-mouse GeneBank mRNA (invertebrates and vertebrates) Benson et al., 2004 

 

Expression 

GNF Atlas 2 Data from GNF Gene Expression Atlas 2 for 61 mouse tissues. Affymetrix 

microarrays 

Su et al., 2004 

GNF U74A,B,C Data from GNF using Affymetrix U74A, U74B and U74C chips. Su et al., 2002 

CpG Islands CpG Island predictions Gardiner-Garden & Frommer, 1987 

 

Comparative Genomics 

Segmental Dups Putative genomic duplications, larger than 1 kilobase with at least 500 bases of non-

masked sequence and at least 90% of identity. 

Bailey et al., 2001; 2002 Bailey et al., 

2002 

Repeat Masker DNA sequences for interspersed repeats and low complexity DNA sequences Jurka 2000 

Comparative Genomics Whole genome alignments from several vertebrates, detecting conserved regions, 

orientation and synteny. 

Chiaromonte & Miller, 2002; Kent et al., 

2003 
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Table S2. Total expressed genes per phylostratum and per tissue.  

 

 Expressed Genes  

 PS1 PS2 PS3 PS4 PS5 PS6 PS7 PS8 PS9 PS10 PS11 PS12 PS13 PS14 PS15 PS16 PS17 PS18 PS19 PS20 Total 

Total genes 4910 4530 417 303 1048 1123 759 59 194 53 459 675 104 207 407 264 202 121 168 504 16507 

 Genes Expressed per Tissue per Phylostratum 

Adrenal 2716 2706 225 132 449 420 289 26 80 15 204 223 45 63 96 51 37 37 24 121 7959 

Aorta 2664 2585 218 136 458 398 279 27 76 13 202 245 44 53 97 67 36 34 25 115 7772 

Bladder 2077 2089 157 110 316 303 223 23 51 14 160 179 35 50 94 44 33 25 27 109 6119 

Bone Marrow 1788 1853 145 77 244 218 184 13 35 13 119 138 27 33 74 42 24 18 10 90 5145 

Brain 2145 2213 185 123 373 338 266 24 56 15 172 193 28 52 73 41 36 32 27 132 6524 

Brown Fat 2284 2234 184 114 380 353 232 25 64 11 179 181 34 50 78 51 34 28 26 115 6657 

Calvaria 1677 1621 129 68 247 224 180 14 38 11 114 131 31 41 62 35 27 27 14 90 4781 

Cerebellum 2358 2460 205 139 441 414 283 28 64 15 197 219 36 62 86 59 42 35 26 144 7313 

Colon 2768 2733 233 146 460 420 293 30 81 17 210 232 39 58 92 50 39 35 17 122 8075 

Cortex 2608 2732 223 155 481 451 320 32 79 19 216 246 40 64 90 55 42 37 27 158 8075 

Digit 2660 2574 227 135 453 401 296 25 86 18 200 237 41 54 108 57 42 35 27 126 7802 

E10.5_Head 2529 2806 234 135 461 396 284 25 68 16 177 213 40 60 85 51 38 28 26 121 7793 

E14.5_Head 2683 2875 247 145 501 416 307 30 80 16 200 237 46 64 84 54 39 34 27 142 8227 

ES 1953 2056 169 86 264 257 185 25 35 10 124 140 27 38 72 43 28 18 25 81 5636 

Embryo_15 2071 2101 171 100 305 279 197 24 47 8 149 155 28 36 67 46 26 26 19 86 5941 

Embryo_12.5 2665 2875 251 147 471 406 299 28 70 17 192 231 44 54 81 48 33 32 20 116 8080 

Embryo_9.5 2473 2717 229 127 441 387 267 25 64 16 169 205 39 57 82 42 32 29 23 116 7540 

Epididymus 2644 2684 225 135 477 412 302 31 89 24 203 236 38 67 117 81 45 37 32 141 8020 

Eye 2787 2820 238 160 516 475 334 31 92 21 235 253 48 70 108 66 47 38 31 158 8528 

Femur 2692 2678 218 150 492 431 313 28 71 19 211 259 47 73 109 65 43 34 25 134 8092 

Heart 2506 2543 208 136 430 407 286 26 71 16 194 218 36 53 83 56 39 32 19 132 7491 

Hindbrain 2573 2612 220 157 475 448 311 30 74 20 212 255 41 62 96 61 44 41 31 141 7904 

Kidney 2339 2187 165 99 333 299 221 20 52 14 142 157 33 44 73 30 26 23 16 85 6358 

Knee 2614 2631 219 138 464 402 300 26 74 19 203 259 45 77 109 60 43 40 29 138 7890 

Large_intestine 2842 2732 233 146 457 430 309 29 83 16 207 249 43 60 107 61 37 36 24 123 8224 

Liver 2575 2495 195 118 411 363 271 23 69 20 183 215 37 51 81 53 31 33 20 116 7360 
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Lung 2607 2714 224 147 493 415 302 29 86 21 218 255 41 65 107 65 42 34 25 134 8024 

Lymph_node 2426 2476 200 141 409 354 286 22 69 19 184 212 41 58 97 57 35 26 28 124 7264 

Mammary_gland 2509 2534 210 123 411 369 267 23 72 18 175 195 38 41 75 49 28 27 15 103 7282 

Mandible 1959 1944 152 102 341 289 219 18 52 11 144 161 33 52 85 44 34 27 19 105 5791 

Midbrain 2367 2471 206 145 438 440 280 29 71 22 202 219 38 52 79 52 29 36 31 141 7348 

Olfactory_bulb 2017 2031 162 101 350 348 245 25 52 13 163 160 32 48 72 39 36 34 18 133 6079 

Ovary 2455 2533 209 134 425 385 279 26 76 17 194 215 38 61 91 57 42 28 27 127 7419 

Pancreas 1748 1626 123 75 262 231 164 12 44 13 115 123 31 26 64 35 28 21 15 97 4853 

Placenta_12.5 2630 2698 233 144 454 407 306 23 76 23 194 253 42 55 100 52 44 33 25 131 7923 

Placenta_9.5 2616 2702 226 139 449 395 303 22 68 23 191 221 43 51 96 51 44 35 26 119 7820 

Prostate 2480 2452 207 123 413 378 268 24 72 16 189 221 41 52 86 49 39 32 23 118 7283 

Salivary 2510 2503 197 130 445 411 277 26 76 17 188 247 45 66 96 67 49 40 40 140 7570 

Skeletal_Muscle 2497 2520 215 129 419 380 262 25 72 13 189 212 40 53 86 54 36 33 21 114 7370 

Skin 2546 2525 202 139 435 389 283 25 84 17 202 213 44 57 106 56 35 31 22 127 7538 

Small_intestine 2423 2296 179 110 374 328 230 21 62 16 167 174 29 38 61 39 25 21 9 82 6684 

Snout 2581 2517 217 136 444 385 284 27 82 16 197 218 41 58 96 63 36 33 21 129 7581 

Spinal_cord 2083 2077 174 114 344 345 237 23 60 13 163 173 28 44 55 48 29 36 20 96 6162 

Spleen 2067 2082 158 86 316 242 219 20 43 10 134 156 30 43 72 35 21 17 12 79 5842 

Stomach 2395 2335 186 115 363 328 243 22 69 16 159 164 34 37 76 42 24 23 10 81 6722 

Striatum 2435 2445 208 139 426 410 291 30 74 20 188 236 35 60 89 59 36 37 32 143 7393 

Teeth 2477 2657 218 141 471 396 300 25 84 12 211 224 45 66 92 54 39 35 27 139 7713 

Testes 2034 2285 193 101 373 368 250 23 65 17 139 197 39 69 168 120 77 27 63 160 6768 

Thymus 2155 2306 187 109 343 327 253 23 60 15 177 205 34 67 82 52 39 28 25 121 6608 

Thyroid 2348 2349 194 130 422 376 275 24 74 19 188 217 39 60 94 48 44 32 25 125 7083 

Tongue 2443 2416 205 130 434 386 271 22 75 16 178 225 38 57 102 66 34 36 24 137 7295 

Tongue_surface 2719 2682 233 141 472 434 297 25 89 19 210 241 42 60 116 66 36 41 28 132 8083 

Trachea 2733 2678 228 147 485 431 296 28 87 20 211 237 42 68 108 63 42 32 21 134 8091 

Trigeminus 2706 2734 235 159 464 433 310 31 81 18 214 249 43 59 90 61 33 34 22 125 8101 

Uterus 2524 2604 214 144 453 408 280 24 78 20 198 223 38 58 87 64 34 38 22 133 7644 
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Table S3. Tissue specific genes per tissue and per phylostratum. Highlight on testes. 

 

 Tissue Specific Genes (1 – 5 tissues) 

 PS1 PS2 PS3 PS4 PS5 PS6 PS7 PS8 PS9 PS10 PS11 PS12 PS13 PS14 PS15 PS16 PS17 PS18 PS19 PS20 Total 

Total genes 1184 951 111 79 313 451 286 17 65 21 139 246 38 99 238 149 133 61 112 283 4976 

 Genes Expressed per Tissue per Phylostratum 

Adrenal 52 24 1 1 12 11 3 0 4 0 0 6 2 0 6 0 0 2 1 2 127 

Aorta 35 17 5 1 11 7 2 0 2 0 4 5 0 2 3 5 2 0 1 3 105 

Bladder 44 14 2 5 8 10 10 1 1 1 11 8 1 1 9 6 2 1 2 4 141 

Bone_Marrow 12 11 2 4 2 3 3 0 0 0 3 5 0 1 7 2 0 1 0 6 62 

Brain 39 22 7 3 13 16 15 2 5 0 3 12 0 6 5 2 7 1 4 10 172 

Brown_fat 78 70 10 4 31 41 19 1 8 0 12 19 4 7 15 6 12 7 9 28 381 

Calvaria 26 9 1 1 7 14 3 0 0 1 3 5 2 4 4 4 3 1 2 11 101 

Cerebellum 37 43 6 1 13 18 14 0 3 0 8 12 0 2 3 5 4 1 4 9 183 

Colon 88 46 5 3 16 15 15 1 4 0 6 10 3 3 7 6 3 3 1 4 239 

Cortex 80 48 7 8 16 30 20 0 6 1 8 17 0 3 3 3 2 1 1 9 263 

Digit 47 26 5 1 12 14 3 0 0 0 5 7 0 1 11 5 5 2 7 7 158 

E10.5_Head 49 72 6 2 15 15 9 0 3 1 1 7 2 5 6 1 1 1 1 5 202 

E14.5_Head 42 62 7 3 16 16 10 2 3 1 2 6 0 2 5 1 1 2 2 9 192 

ES 30 27 3 0 11 9 3 0 2 0 1 5 0 2 6 6 3 0 5 3 116 

Embryo_15 12 18 1 0 3 4 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 2 0 49 

Embryo_12.5 37 66 8 1 8 11 6 1 1 1 3 3 0 2 3 3 0 2 1 2 159 

Embryo_9.5 69 83 7 3 29 28 11 1 2 0 5 14 1 9 10 5 5 4 4 15 305 

Epididymus 68 66 6 4 20 11 13 3 7 3 5 11 1 5 27 24 9 5 10 13 311 

Eye 59 47 3 4 13 21 16 1 3 2 5 14 1 2 7 6 10 0 5 9 228 

Femur 34 28 6 6 12 19 11 0 3 1 5 6 3 3 10 4 5 1 0 5 162 

Heart 23 10 3 0 2 6 3 0 1 0 2 6 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 4 65 

Hindbrain 47 34 3 3 15 25 14 0 4 0 7 8 1 2 4 2 3 3 3 9 187 

Kidney 90 29 3 1 13 16 7 0 2 0 5 5 3 6 5 1 4 2 3 4 199 

Knee 40 25 5 4 15 18 10 0 2 1 6 11 4 4 11 2 5 4 3 9 179 

Large_intestine 116 56 3 3 18 16 14 0 4 0 9 12 1 4 9 7 2 1 4 11 290 

Liver 119 29 3 3 10 17 6 0 3 2 3 10 1 0 7 2 1 2 0 6 224 
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Lung 28 31 4 2 14 9 4 1 4 1 4 9 0 2 8 5 2 2 0 5 135 

Lymph_node 77 51 13 9 17 28 29 1 5 2 13 21 3 4 18 7 12 2 8 22 342 

Mammary_gland 21 16 1 4 3 6 6 0 2 1 2 4 1 0 2 2 4 0 1 5 81 

Mandible 24 13 0 0 9 15 3 0 0 1 2 5 2 5 8 7 6 1 3 8 112 

Midbrain 50 40 5 5 13 29 11 0 8 2 5 13 0 1 3 3 1 1 4 6 200 

Olfactory_bulb 79 68 2 4 26 41 19 0 6 2 12 16 3 6 12 5 11 6 2 22 342 

Ovary 26 24 6 3 10 11 7 2 3 0 3 8 0 2 9 2 2 2 1 5 126 

Pancreas 33 27 4 3 16 17 7 0 0 0 6 10 2 0 4 4 2 2 0 15 152 

Placenta_12.5 50 36 7 2 14 18 19 0 4 1 4 11 0 3 7 4 4 3 2 8 197 

Placenta_9.5 80 67 7 6 26 31 33 2 4 2 5 17 1 4 17 9 9 9 7 15 351 

Prostate 29 12 1 1 2 8 8 0 0 0 3 10 4 0 4 2 3 1 2 7 97 

Salivary 55 48 3 4 14 21 11 0 4 1 8 18 4 8 11 6 7 3 11 16 253 

Skeletal_Muscle 23 12 1 1 1 5 0 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 2 1 2 2 0 1 59 

Skin 37 27 0 0 11 12 5 0 2 1 6 8 3 1 9 3 3 4 5 8 145 

Small_intestine 78 29 3 2 10 14 6 1 5 2 7 8 0 3 5 5 4 0 1 4 187 

Snout 41 26 5 1 12 8 4 0 0 1 4 1 0 2 9 2 5 2 6 6 135 

Spinal_cord 40 32 4 4 13 22 13 0 6 0 8 11 0 3 6 8 6 4 1 2 183 

Spleen 48 13 3 5 9 12 12 1 1 0 8 11 3 4 10 2 2 3 3 7 157 

Stomach 38 22 1 2 8 9 6 1 1 2 3 8 0 2 5 2 0 2 1 6 119 

Striatum 43 24 2 2 19 22 10 0 3 2 4 9 0 2 2 3 1 1 4 10 163 

Teeth 28 45 4 6 12 17 13 0 3 0 6 10 2 6 7 4 8 3 4 10 188 

Testes* 222 265 27 19 74 96 52 7 11 7 18 39 8 26 96 76 42 10 41 70 1206 

Thymus 29 28 4 2 5 16 10 0 2 1 22 9 2 7 7 4 2 0 1 7 158 

Thyroid 26 20 2 2 5 11 7 0 1 0 4 4 0 3 5 1 3 2 4 2 102 

Tongue 25 21 4 1 7 13 6 1 1 0 6 6 0 6 9 8 1 1 2 8 126 

Tongue_surface 47 35 7 2 15 15 9 0 2 1 9 9 0 4 13 5 1 2 2 6 184 

Trachea 38 14 5 1 4 9 1 1 1 0 5 2 0 4 5 3 3 1 1 5 103 

Trigeminus 54 46 7 5 15 12 15 0 6 2 5 14 0 1 1 3 1 1 0 2 190 

Uterus 33 24 2 5 4 13 6 0 2 0 4 5 0 5 1 3 0 3 1 5 116 

* Testes show increased amounts of tissue specific genes. 
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Table S4. List of orphan genes and general descriptive features. 

ENSEMBL Transcript 
Description/ 

Alternative name 
Biotype Genomic Coordinates Length Exons 

ENSMUST00000009972 intestinal cell kinase prot chr9:77,961,091-77,973,463 12373 2 

ENSMUST00000020855 1700086D15 prot chr11:64,965,412-64,973,392 7981 4 

ENSMUST00000025635 1700017D01 prot chr19:11,171,306-11,205,366 34,061 7 

ENSMUST00000026889 4930412O13 prot chr2:9,802,879-9,805,548 2670 4 

ENSMUST00000029268 1810062G17 prot chr3:36,374,859-36,381,217 6359 3 

ENSMUST00000030910 4930584F24 prot chr5:26,786,612-26,817,013 30,402 3 

ENSMUST00000035860 1700017G19 prot chr3:40,403,806-40,421,834 18,029 6 

ENSMUST00000036304 polymorphic derived intron containing prot chr10:60,390,974-60,400,880 9907 3 

ENSMUST00000038250 4931403M11 lncRNA chr14:25,436,790-25,440,915 4,126 2 

ENSMUST00000041011 predicted 9767 prot chr10:25,798,061-25,799,253 1,193 1 

ENSMUST00000042671 1700021A07 prot chr10:21,145,110-21,145,552 443 1 

ENSMUST00000043448 WAP four-disulfide core domain 3 prot chr2:164,569,065-164,571,431 2367 2 

ENSMUST00000043553 1700063H04 prot chr6:122,341,397-122,342,705 1,309 2 

ENSMUST00000055369 cDNA sequence BC106179 prot chr16:23,220,729-23,225,441 4713 2 

ENSMUST00000055994 D830014E11 prot chr5:106,253,530-106,261,453 7,924 6 

ENSMUST00000056103 1600029I14 prot chr9:99,370,859-99,375,170 4312 2 

ENSMUST00000056140 9330161L09 prot chr12:104,645,411-104,645,821 411 1 

ENSMUST00000056711 4933427E11 prot chr15:74,539,591-74,540,804 1,214 1 

ENSMUST00000058942 4930533K18 prot chr10:70,331,417-70,397,072 65656 6 

ENSMUST00000060220 4930533L02 prot chr7:132,461,873-132,463,032 1160 1 

ENSMUST00000060246 1110008E08 prot chr16:90,554,409-90,555,129 721 1 

ENSMUST00000060348 5330417H12 prot chr7:114,768,047-114,768,379 333 1 

ENSMUST00000060946 A930002I21 prot chr3:106,893,798-106,901,319 7522 2 

ENSMUST00000062252 predicted 9828 lncRNA chr13:99,086,377-99,087,259 883 1 

ENSMUST00000066298 B430305J03 prot chr3:61,167,714-61,168,244 531 1 

ENSMUST00000066689 activating transcription factor 7 interacting protein prot chr6:136,557,380-136,559,391 2,012 1 

ENSMUST00000066740 A730045E13 prot chr8:25,284,376-25,296,040 11665 2 

ENSMUST00000068277 predicted 9959 pseudo chr17:81,127,471-81,127,862 392 1 

ENSMUST00000068548 9130017K11 lncRNA chr11:67,735,878-67,737,294 1,417 1 

ENSMUST00000069669 protein phosphatase 4, regulatory subunit 1-like, pseudogene lncRNA chr2:173,412,044-173,485,033 72,990 13 

ENSMUST00000070048 predicted 9991 prot chr1:92,571,736-92,576,368 4,633 2 

ENSMUST00000070085 expressed sequence AI504432 prot chr3:106,842,422-106,854,070 11,649 2 
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ENSMUST00000070500 cDNA sequence BC043934 prot chr9:96,337,414-96,337,755 342 1 

ENSMUST00000073560 1700019M22 prot chr12:97,284,977-97,285,330 354 1 

ENSMUST00000078701 4930430O22 prot chr5:115,886,084-115,886,548 465 1 

ENSMUST00000079529 antisense Igf2r RNA lncRNA chr17:12,934,240-13,008,423 74184 2 

ENSMUST00000079915 selection and upkeep of intraepithelial T cells 11 prot chr4:113,835,989-113,917,633 81645 4 

ENSMUST00000082269 3110018I06 prot chr12:108,726,842-108,727,846 1005 1 

ENSMUST00000084390 predicted 10152 prot chr7:151,949,044-151,950,387 1,344 1 

ENSMUST00000089395 5330426P16 prot chr16:50,728,079-50,732,856 4,778 2 

ENSMUST00000090537 2410017I17 prot chr17:36,291,792-36,344,592 52801 7 

ENSMUST00000093501 A530040E14 lncRNA chr1:85,103,209-85,110,610 7,402 6 

ENSMUST00000095903 1110002L01 prot chr12:3,405,308-3,426,644 21337 3 

ENSMUST00000096366 1700010D01 prot chrX:92,927,929-92,928,600 672 2 

ENSMUST00000096371 predicted 5941 prot chrX:89,735,288-89,736,020 733 2 

ENSMUST00000096572 2900055J20 prot chr18:40,416,616-40,417,338 723 1 

ENSMUST00000098110 expressed sequence AA474408 prot chr7:117,204,405-117,204,818 414 1 

ENSMUST00000098472 4930513N10 lncRNA chr8:98,330,873-98,334,101 3229 1 

ENSMUST00000098678 D930028M14 prot chr7:25,937,476-25,941,642 4,167 3 

ENSMUST00000099668 2610528E23 prot chr16:57,561,173-57,606,979 45,807 2 

ENSMUST00000099759 predicted 10809 lncRNA chr16:42,796,501-42,875,875 79,375 2 

ENSMUST00000108187 THAP domain containing 8 prot chr7:31,065,113-31,075,256 10144 3 

ENSMUST00000109506 1700060C20 prot chr2:158,017,745-158,021,478 3,734 3 

ENSMUST00000112955 1700010H22 prot chr5:98,982,648-98,995,945 13298 3 

ENSMUST00000113374 oocyte maturation, beta prot chr9:78,175,837-78,177,399 1563 4 

ENSMUST00000114080 1700021O21 prot chr5:39,127,222-39,139,087 11,866 5 

ENSMUST00000117983 predicted 14839 pseudo chrX:99,931,325-99,933,957 2,633 5 

ENSMUST00000120019 predicted 16511 pseudo chrX:100,026,289-100,029,143 2,855 5 

ENSMUST00000124095 4921508D12 lncRNA chr2:132,250,477-132,278,235 27759 4 

ENSMUST00000125067 transcription elongation factor A (SII)-like 3 prot chrX:133,125,387-133,181,046 55,660 5 

ENSMUST00000127032 t-complex-associated testis expressed 2 prot chr17:13,853,443-13,898,608 45166 4 

ENSMUST00000130154 1810059H22 lncRNA chr5:149,776,337-149,781,698 5,362 2 

ENSMUST00000130392 2810442I21 lncRNA chr11:16,835,157-16,851,102 15946 3 

ENSMUST00000131057 cDNA sequence BC006965 lncRNA chr11:112,548,957-112,572,655 23699 4 

ENSMUST00000133499 4933407E24 lncRNA chr4:124,246,433-124,251,888 5,456 3 

ENSMUST00000134982 predicted 14296 prot chr2:176,677,214-176,712,499 35286 6 

ENSMUST00000135245 4931428L18 prot chr1:31,259,787-31,279,506 19720 3 
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ENSMUST00000135612 9130019P16 lncRNA chr6:54,374,558-54,379,531 4974 2 

ENSMUST00000136683 metastasis associated 2 lncRNA chr7:52,621,533-52,623,318 1786 2 

ENSMUST00000138180 4930583K01 lncRNA chr7:125,387,379-125,389,065 1687 2 

ENSMUST00000138715 4930483J18 lncRNA chr15:81,021,283-81,023,186 1,904 2 

ENSMUST00000139014 2900052L18 lncRNA chr11:120,091,116-120,092,899 1,784 2 

ENSMUST00000139934 1810032O08 prot chr11:116,532,974-116,537,112 4,139 6 

ENSMUST00000141329 0610008F07 lncRNA chr2:163,319,543-163,367,456 47914 4 

ENSMUST00000143272 maternally expressed 3 lncRNA chr12:110,780,233-110,799,892 19,660 7 

ENSMUST00000143346 A730036I17 lncRNA chr2:129,044,705-129,061,340 16636 5 

ENSMUST00000143587 1500012F01 prot chr2:166,889,149-166,891,362 2,214 5 

ENSMUST00000144095 4933437N03 lncRNA chr4:63,042,392-63,055,052 12,661 3 

ENSMUST00000145533 4933439C10 lncRNA chr11:59,319,187-59,324,575 5389 5 

ENSMUST00000146524 A930013B10 lncRNA chr11:88,927,588-88,929,200 1,613 2 

ENSMUST00000149965 A430048G15 lncRNA chr2:133,257,831-133,279,098 21,268 5 

ENSMUST00000151164 1700066J24 lncRNA chr4:41,464,470-41,465,962 1493 2 

ENSMUST00000152125 9430008C03 lncRNA chr2:158,181,501-158,187,255 5755 7 

ENSMUST00000152787 1700112M01 lncRNA chr5:74,428,299-74,436,021 7,723 2 

ENSMUST00000153581 1700020I14 lncRNA chr2:119,420,039-119,433,238 13200 3 

ENSMUST00000155345 2210408F21 lncRNA chr6:31,170,351-31,287,404 117054 8 

ENSMUST00000155952 expressed sequence R74862 lncRNA chr7:150,218,526-150,239,591 21,066 4 

ENSMUST00000159767 predicted 6507 lncRNA chr6:89,134,666-89,136,019 1,354 2 
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Table S5. Orphans genes distributed in Category A: Genomic Dynamics Dependent Emergence 

 
Category A: Genomic Dynamics Dependent Emergence 

 
A1: Transposable Elements A2: Segmental Duplications 

A3: Other Rearrangements 
ENSEMBL Transcript Present Relevant Upstream Coverage Chromosomes 

ENSMUST00000009972 x 
     

ENSMUST00000020855 x x x 
   

ENSMUST00000025635 x x x 
  

x 

ENSMUST00000026889 
      

ENSMUST00000029268 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000030910 x x 
   

x 

ENSMUST00000035860 x 
     

ENSMUST00000036304 x 
 

x 
   

ENSMUST00000038250 x 
     

ENSMUST00000041011 
      

ENSMUST00000042671 
      

ENSMUST00000043448 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000043553 
      

ENSMUST00000055369 x 
     

ENSMUST00000055994 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000056103 x 
     

ENSMUST00000056140 
      

ENSMUST00000056711 x 
     

ENSMUST00000058942 x x x 
   

ENSMUST00000060220 x 
     

ENSMUST00000060246 x x x 
   

ENSMUST00000060348 x x x 
   

ENSMUST00000060946 x x x 
   

ENSMUST00000062252 
      

ENSMUST00000066298 
      

ENSMUST00000066689 
      

ENSMUST00000066740 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000068277 
      

ENSMUST00000068548 x 
     

ENSMUST00000069669 x 
     

ENSMUST00000070048 x 
 

x 
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ENSMUST00000070085 x 
     

ENSMUST00000070500 x 
     

ENSMUST00000073560 
   

Full chr12,chrX x 

ENSMUST00000078701 
      

ENSMUST00000079529 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000079915 x x x Partial chr4 
 

ENSMUST00000082269 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000084390 
      

ENSMUST00000089395 x 
     

ENSMUST00000090537 x 
 

x Partial chr17,others 
 

ENSMUST00000093501 x x x Partial chr1,chr8 x 

ENSMUST00000095903 x 
  

Partial chr12,chr14 x 

ENSMUST00000096366 x x 
 

Full chrX 
 

ENSMUST00000096371 
   

Full chrX 
 

ENSMUST00000096572 
      

ENSMUST00000098110 
      

ENSMUST00000098472 x 
     

ENSMUST00000098678 x 
     

ENSMUST00000099668 x 
     

ENSMUST00000099759 
 

x 
    

ENSMUST00000108187 x 
     

ENSMUST00000109506 x 
 

x 
   

ENSMUST00000112955 x x x 
   

ENSMUST00000113374 x x 
 

Full chr9 
 

ENSMUST00000114080 x 
     

ENSMUST00000117983 x 
  

Full chrX 
 

ENSMUST00000120019 x 
  

Full chrX 
 

ENSMUST00000124095 x 
 

x 
   

ENSMUST00000125067 x x x 
  

x 

ENSMUST00000127032 x 
     

ENSMUST00000130154 x 
     

ENSMUST00000130392 x x 
   

x 

ENSMUST00000131057 x 
     

ENSMUST00000133499 x 
 

x 
   

ENSMUST00000134982 
 

x x Full chr2 
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ENSMUST00000135245 x 
    

x 

ENSMUST00000135612 x 
     

ENSMUST00000136683 
      

ENSMUST00000138180 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000138715 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000139014 x 
     

ENSMUST00000139934 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000141329 x 
     

ENSMUST00000143272 x 
     

ENSMUST00000143346 x x x 
   

ENSMUST00000143587 x 
     

ENSMUST00000144095 x 
     

ENSMUST00000145533 x x 
   

x 

ENSMUST00000146524 x 
     

ENSMUST00000149965 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000151164 x 
 

x 
   

ENSMUST00000152125 x 
     

ENSMUST00000152787 x 
 

x 
   

ENSMUST00000153581 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000155345 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000155952 x x 
    

ENSMUST00000159767 
   

Full chr6 
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Table S6. Orphan genes in Category B: Context Dependent Emergence 

 
Category B: Context Dependent Emergence 

 
B1: Overlapping B2: Intron-Overlapping B3: Linked B4: Deserted Special Case: Transciption Related 

ENSEMBL Transcript Overlap Orientation Overlaps with Intronic Intron from Orientation Linked Orientation 
 

CpG 

Island 
H3K4me3 Bidirectional Opposite 

ENSMUST00000009972 x sense Ick 
    

sense 
 

x x 
 

Fbxo9/Ick 

ENSMUST00000020855 x 
  

x Arhgap44 Sense 
       

ENSMUST00000025635 
      

x 
      

ENSMUST00000026889 x sense AK029605 
    

sense 
 

x 
   

ENSMUST00000029268 
      

x 
  

x x x Anxa5 

ENSMUST00000030910 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000035860 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000036304 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000038250 
      

x 
      

ENSMUST00000041011 x anti Tmem200a 
    

anti 
 

x 
 

x Tmem200a 

ENSMUST00000042671 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000043448 
      

x 
  

x x x Dnttip1 

ENSMUST00000043553 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000055369 
      

x 
  

x x x St6gal1 

ENSMUST00000055994 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000056103 
      

x 
      

ENSMUST00000056140 
      

x 
      

ENSMUST00000056711 x anti Jrk 
    

anti 
 

x x x Jrk 

ENSMUST00000058942 x anti Bicc1 
    

anti 
     

ENSMUST00000060220 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000060246 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000060348 x 
  

x Ppfibp2 Anti 
       

ENSMUST00000060946 
      

x 
      

ENSMUST00000062252 x anti Btf3 
    

anti 
 

x x x Btf3 

ENSMUST00000066298 x anti Rap2b 
    

anti 
 

x x x Rap2b 

ENSMUST00000066689 
      

x 
      

ENSMUST00000066740 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000068277 
      

x 
  

x x x Map4k3 

ENSMUST00000068548 
      

x 
  

x 
 

x Usp43 

ENSMUST00000069669 
      

x 
  

x x x Rab22a 
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ENSMUST00000070048 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000070085 
      

x 
     

Kcna3 

ENSMUST00000070500 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000073560 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000078701 x 
  

x Msi1 Anti 
   

x 
   

ENSMUST00000079529 x anti Igf2r 
    

anti 
 

x x 
  

ENSMUST00000079915 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000082269 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000084390 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000089395 
        

x x x 
  

ENSMUST00000090537 x anti Gm8909/H2T3 
    

anti 
     

ENSMUST00000093501 x anti 
A530032D15R

ik     
anti 

     

ENSMUST00000095903 x anti Kif3c 
    

anti 
 

x x x Asx12 

ENSMUST00000096366 x 
  

x Zc3h12b Anti 
       

ENSMUST00000096371 x 
  

x Mageb18 Anti 
       

ENSMUST00000096572 
      

Kctd1

6       

ENSMUST00000098110 
      

x 
  

x x x Zfp13 

ENSMUST00000098472 x anti Cnot1 
    

anti 
 

x x x Cnot 

ENSMUST00000098678 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000099668 x anti Filip1l 
    

anti 
 

x x 
 

2610528E23R

ik 

ENSMUST00000099759 
      

x 
  

x x x 
non 

confirmed 

ENSMUST00000108187 x anti Wdr62 
    

anti 
 

x x x Wdr62 

ENSMUST00000109506 x 
  

x 
D630003M

21Rik 
Anti 

       

ENSMUST00000112955 x 
  

x 
1700007G1

1Rik 
Anti 

       

ENSMUST00000113374 
        

x 
    

ENSMUST00000114080 x anti Clnk 
    

anti 
     

ENSMUST00000117983 
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